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CEVA, Inc.
CEVA DEEP NEURAL NETWORK (CDNN)

GP695 SOC
Embedded Computing Design’s Most Innovative
Product for 2017 hails from Qorvo in the form
of the GP695 SoC that targets IoT-based smart
home devices. With the intent of “ future-proofing”
such devices, the GP695 integrates multiple
communications protocols, including Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and ZigBee.
Further, Qorvo has tied the different protocols together with the Thread Group’s
software standard. This combination results in complete smart home coverage in
a standardized fashion.
A key parameter of the GP695 is its optimized efficiency level, which maximizes
the battery life of end devices. Advanced power management features ensure
that power consumption is minimized in both active and standby modes. With
a host of integrated components, such as an integrated DC-to-DC buck converter
and regulator, design complexity and board area are both kept to a minimum.

www.qorvo.com

Embedded Computing Design’s Most
Innovative Software Product for 2017 is the
second-generation CEVA Deep Neural Network
(CDNN2), a software framework that simplifies the
development and deployment of neural networks
on low-power, cost-conscious embedded systems.
Automatically converting pre-trained models from
machine learning frameworks such as Caffe and
TensorFlow to real-time networks with 99 percent
accuracy, the CDNN2 toolkit saves months of development time that would
otherwise be spent on manual conversion.
CDNN2 is optimized for CEVA-XM4 and -XM6 DSPs, delivering a 25x power
efficiency improvement and up to 4x the processing performance of competing
CPU- and GPU-based solutions. Receiving high marks from judges in both the
Design Excellence and Market Disruption categories, CEVA Inc.’s CDNN2 is
primed to accelerate the adoption of machine learning and artificial intelligence
technology in the automotive, surveillance and robotics markets.

Mentor,
A Siemens Business

INNOVATIVE
PRODUCT

DRS360
Embedded Computing Design’s
Most Innovative Systems Product
for 2017 is the Mentor, a Siemens
business’ DRS360 Autonomous
Driving Platform. Designed to deliver
the low-latency, high-accuracy sensing required for Level 5 autonomous vehicles,
this ISO 26262-compliant platform can be customized with proprietary algorithms
and offers a fully integrated autonomous vehicle system in a 100 W power envelope.
Also capable of optimizing existing ADAS solutions, the DRS360 enables maximum
vehicle perception by providing machine learning and sensor data fusion features
that eliminate processing at the sensor node while reducing cost and complexity for
automotive stakeholders. The supplier-agnostic, open system development platform
encourages the cross-industry collaboration needed to solve Level 5 autonomous
drive design challenges – today.							

www.MENTOR.com
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Managing the IoT lifecycle with
development environments
By Curt Schwaderer, Editorial Director
Process technology has become smaller and more efficient, which, coupled with significant drops in microcontroller (MCU) costs, allows for a broader range of sensors to become “smart.” While the days of optimizing
every line of code in an embedded environment have
largely been washed away, time to market pressures and
increased complexity that demands high quality have
risen to the forefront of today’s embedded and Internet
of Things (IoT) world.
The IoT is a heterogeneous system that encompasses
embedded real-time sensors and systems, network connectivity/transport through gateways, and, ultimately,
cloud analysis and business applications. Each of these
components have traditional development environments, but little to no support for integration with the
other subsystems in the end-to-end IoT environment. Bit
by bit, I’ve seen these environments expand their capabilities to address IoT system and lifecycle management.
Brian Davis, vice president of marketing for the Synergy
Platform Business Division at Renesas has a unique perspective on the IoT, with experience in a variety of companies and industries ranging from start-ups to Fortune
500s. “The Synergy Platform concept started three years
ago,” Davis says. “Trends in the controller space were
ripe for a completely different take on how embedded
development was done.
“We decided to minimize the variations available in the
platform and bring focus to address complexity issues.
So we picked an real-time operating system (RTOS) for
the platform and retooled the MCU lineup,” Davis says.
The Synergy Platform is aligned around low- to high-end
Renesas ARM Cortex-M MCUs, dividing everything into
a “superset/subset.” It consists of the Synergy Software
Package (SSP), which includes a board support package
(BSP), the ThreadX RTOS, and a variety of libraries and
middleware for file, display, connectivity, messaging,
capacitive touch, audio, and more. Application frameworks and functional libraries add more refined code and
expose configuration APIs for software control. These
features combine with qualified and verified software
add-ons, helping formalize the development process
and accelerating various industry certifications such as
IEC 61508. This can turn weeks or months of development to hours or days.
www.embedded-computing.com

“Let’s say you don’t want to rewrite USB – you just want
to open, read, write, and close the device. Or, say you
have a motor controller algorithm that requires tight
timing and real-time,” Davis says. “You might want to
write to the ADC inputs, directly control timers, and so
on. The platform provides the flexibility to write in the
traditional ways while also taking advantage of higher
level interfaces: You can work at the hardware abstraction layer, encapsulate the software as a thread, or a mix
of both. We have between 15 and 20 frameworks that
abstract the operation of the device class and enable
configuration at a higher level.”
Renesas supports an Eclipse-based development environment called e2studio, which incorporates a number
of plugin configurators for Synergy MCUs. The Synergy
version of the IAR Embedded Workbench toolchain is
also available. This provides developers with the option
of coding in e2studio using the GCC compiler for C/C++
or developing with IAR Embedded Workbench and the
IAR C/C++ compiler.
Davis also emphasizes the need for security throughout
the lifecycle of IoT systems – a concern that’s often shared
by the greater IoT community. Renesas is partnering with
Data I/O to add security to the programming environment, while a partnership with Secure Thingz provides a
tool for creating authored firmware to maintain protection of any root keys in the platform. The Secure Thingz’
low-level framework also serves as the location for update
managers for firmware image authentication when performing software updates or adding applications.
“IoT needs stronger security than traditional MCU applications. We put focus on providing strong security in the
platform,” Davis explains. “First, there are libraries for
encryption/decryption. The next step was adding key
management with a secure key store.”
Summary
As IoT applications and systems continue to mature,
managing the IoT lifecycle becomes more critical. It’s
important for platforms to focus on providing development and configuration environments that accommodate sensor on-boarding, software updates, and security.
As these environments continue to advance, expect
additional interfaces and integration to the gateway and
cloud elements of the IoT architecture.
Embedded Computing Design Resource Guide | July/August 2017
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5G will transform IoT: Fact or farce?
By Brandon Lewis, Technology Editor
The first time I remember hearing about the impact of 5G on the Internet of
Things (IoT) was a few years ago at CES 2015. I don’t remember the name
of the session or the panelists involved, but I do recall that communications
service providers (CSPs) were well represented and that the general thrust
was this: Ubiquitous 5G networks will solve the coverage, bandwidth, and
latency demands of omnipresent IoT deployments.
At that time, of course, the term “5G” meant little more than “the 3GPP
network that will eventually replace 4G.” Significant beamforming, power
consumption, and general architecture hurdles still lay ahead of the standard,
but what had been promised was up to 10 Gbps data transfer speeds to end
points, one millisecond round trip latencies, up to 10 years of battery life
for remote devices, and improved indoor device coverage[1]. Count me in.
But could we be getting ahead of ourselves? The flashy neon of IoT combined with the glitter of 5G seems too much a marketer’s daydream not to
warrant a closer look.
IoT networks, know thy roots
Just last year, North American carriers created quite a stir when they began
shutting down 2G networks, which had served as the backbone of machineto-machine (M2M) communications for years. A logical progression would
have been for devices on 2G networks to simply transition to 4G connectivity; instead we have seen the emergence of low-power wide-area networks
(LPWANs) such as LoRa, Sigfox, and other sub-GHz technologies.
What makes LPWANs more attractive than 4G for IoT devices is low relative chipset costs and minimal power consumption over great distances.
Unfortunately for 5G, these are still two issues that need to be addressed:
›› Although 5G pilots will begin next year, practical implementations
aren’t expected until the 2020 timeframe. As a result, it’s unlikely that
5G chipset volumes will reach levels that are price competitive any time
in the foreseeable future.
›› The most popular methods for increasing transmission capacity
on 5G networks include reducing the coverage area of network base
stations or utilizing millimeter waves that can exploit several GHz
of spectrum[2]. Each solution requires that wireless access points
be positioned within a few hundred or a few dozen meters of each
other, which isn’t an issue in highly concentrated urban areas but is
a significant one in low and medium density regions.
At least for the Industrial IoT, both of these indicators appear to be moving
in the wrong direction.
5G will transform IoT: Fact or farce?
In fairness, 5G is first and foremost a means of solving the bandwidth and
latency shortcomings of 3G and 4G networks for applications like video
streaming, with IoT sensor connections really just icing on the cake.

www.embedded-computing.com

“Whether people like it or not, the
first business case of 5G is a successor
of 4G,” says Cees Links, General
Manager of the Low Power Wireless
business unit at radio frequency
semiconductor company Qorvo, Inc.
(www.qorvo.com), whose filters and
amplifiers enable the multiphase
array antennas used in 5G pilots
such as the PyeongChang Olympics.
“IoT and 5G are married together
because they are happening at the
same time. Personally I believe that
they have very little to do with each
other for the simple reason that 5G
is all about performance.”
According to Links, the limited
range of 5G networks already has
“people talking about combinations
of 4G and 5G” to offset the expense
of building more cell towers. While
this makes adopting Category-M1
and NB-IoT solutions a smart choice
for device manufacturers looking to
future proof their LTE investments,
it also suggests that 5G will be just
another IoT networking option until
the technology matures.
“IoT will dovetail on the back of 5G
and no one will notice,” says Links.
“IoT doesn’t need 5G. The IoT could
run on 2G just fine.”
So, will 5G transform IoT? For now,
the verdict: farce.
1. Mercer, Christina. “What is 5G?
Everything you need to know
about 5G.” Techworld. June 14,
2017. Accessed July 16, 2017.
www.techworld.com/apps-wearables/
what-is-5g-everything-you-needknow-about-5g-3634921/.
2. “Fujitsu Develops Low Power
Consumption Technology for
5G.” Fujitsu Develops Low Power
Consumption Technology for 5G –
Fujitsu Global. Accessed July 16,
2017. www.fujitsu.com/global/
about/resources/news/pressreleases/2016/0906-01.html.
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Display robotic prowess in
robot-sumo competition
By Jeremy S. Cook, Contributing Editor

In human competition, one could argue that there is no
purer expression of sport than pitting one person directly
against another in some form of wrestling. Though
robots aren’t yet advanced enough to wrestle with one
another in the Greco-Roman style, a simplified form of
sumo wrestling has become a very popular robo-sport.
The concept – push the other robot out of the ring – is
simple, but mastering it against other competitive robot
builders is a huge challenge.
Rules
Rules of this sport can vary, but two popular specifications are the Japanese class (consisting of robots up to
20 cm x 20 cm in area and up to 3 kg in mass) and the
mini class (restricted to a 10 cm x 10 cm form factor and
less than 500 g). Interestingly, neither of these classes
have a height restriction. This can be used creatively,
perhaps to implement a scoop that drops down once
the competition starts.
These autonomous rovers must be non-destructive,
so attaching a hammer to one might work for other
competitions, but is frowned upon in the disk-shaped
sumo arena. Also, robots in the competition are not
supposed to leak fluids, emit smoke, or entangle other
competitors.
Robot builds
If you’d like to participate in one of these competitions,
you’ll need a physical chassis. There are many kits available, such as the Arduino-compatible Zumo tracked
robot platform from Pololu. Interestingly, this robot features an Arduino shield on the top of it, which an Uno

FIGURE 1
The Arduino
Sumorobot
provides a
great starting
point for
building your
own robot
wrestler.

8

board plugs into upside down. This makes the robot
extremely modular, so different development boards in
this form factor could be substituted, such as the more
powerful Arduino 101 or even the ST Microelectronics
STM32 Nucleo.
Other options include the BASIC Stamp-based SumoBot
Robot Competition Kit from Parallax, or, if you’d like
to control everything that goes into your robot, you
can build it from scratch. For example, the Arduino
Sumorobot is a great place to start (Figure 1). It features
a chassis made of PCB material, as well as infrared line
sensors and two photoelectric distance sensors.
The three robots listed mentioned all feature a similar
design with either two wheels (or two tracks) controlling movement and a scoop on the front meant to push
your competition out of the ring. Where things get interesting build-wise is what sensors are used and how they
are programmed. The Zumo robot features six infrared
sensors, an accelerometer (which can be used to detect
when collisions occur with another robot), magnetometer, and a gyroscope. Sensors can help you find and
push your opponent, but making sure the robot doesn’t
simply drive out of the ring on its own is also critical.
And yes, this does happen, certainly to the horror of the
robot’s creator(s).
Strategy
Although there are many ways to program sumo
robots, it’s summed up nicely here as, “Find the opponent; and push.” You can see a slightly more involved
strategy, implemented in a competition where all participants started with the same kits, at http://bit.ly/
SumoRobotStrategy. The program instructs the robot
to move forward, then turn until it sees its competitor
and push.
Assuming a robot doesn’t drive out of the ring on its own,
traction with the ground often becomes the deciding
factor. A low center of gravity can help keep wheels stuck
to the ground, and competitors generally try to come as
close to the maximum weight limit as possible. Though
it’s certainly difficult to watch helplessly as your robot
triumphs or makes critical mistakes in the ring, pitting
your ‘bot against others can help you refine your strategy
and robot for the next competition!
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Revisiting the CAN bus to secure
connected cars
By Majeed Ahmed, Automotive Contributor
The CAN bus and its security are centerstage after a number of high-profile
hacking events that shook the automotive industry over the past couple of
years. The intra-vehicle data channel
between control units like airbags and
electronic control units (ECUs) has become the most common entry point for
car hackers. Controller area network
(CAN) bus access, for instance, is readily
available via the onboard diagnostics
(OBD) port, otherwise used to retrieve
vehicle data at service stations. That’s
because the Internet of Cars wasn’t
exactly a design consideration during
the last decade, or before that when
engineers began deploying the CAN bus
to allow different parts of the vehicle to
communicate with each other (Figure 1).
“... THE INTERNET OF CARS
WASN’T EXACTLY A DESIGN
CONSIDERATION DURING THE
LAST DECADE, OR BEFORE
THAT WHEN ENGINEERS
BEGAN DEPLOYING THE
CAN BUS ...”
Then came the rude awakening, with
hackers like Charlie Miller openly demonstrating the vulnerabilities of onboard
vehicle computers and the CAN networks that link them. Now, the automotive industry is quickly recognizing the
need for secure networks that enable
safe communications between ECUs.
Exercising caution over CAN
The CAN bus is a hardware-plus-software
protocol, so both hardware and software
solutions are emerging to prevent security breaches that compromises networkenabled onboard computers via CAN bus
access. Mercury Systems, for example,
has unveiled the CANGuard software
www.embedded-computing.com
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CANGuard implements a cryptographically signed filter specification
that defines what an ECU can send or receive over the CAN bus, along
with additional information.

solution that denies malicious intrusion attempts on vehicle onboard computers and networks. The security suite – installed in the ECU attached to
a vehicle’s CAN bus – blocks malicious data traffic before it can impact
a vehicle. Unlike other software solutions, such as CAN bus firewalls and
traffic monitoring, CANGuard doesn’t require any architectural changes
or additional hardware (Figure 2).
On the hardware front, in-car controllers are increasingly integrating security features to raise the bar for protection against malicious attacks. For
instance, STMicroelectronic’s SPC56 family of automotive microcontrollers
(MCUs) combines Ethernet and CAN FD communication interfaces with
hardware security module (HSM) technology to secure ECU links. In
addition, ST’s Telemaco3 automotive processors boast a secure CAN subsystem that deny attacks on vehicle drivetrain, chassis, and safety systems
connected to the CAN bus. The security mechanism relies on an ARM
Cortex-M3 core, which manages the interface with the CAN network and is
segregated from the main processor system that runs on a dual Cortex-A7.
These developments clearly show that the automotive industry is finally
coming to terms with the darker side of the connected car movement.
Especially with the number of connected vehicles rapidly expanding, carmakers simply can’t afford to leave the CAN bus unprotected.
Embedded Computing Design Resource Guide | July/August 2017
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Asking the
right questions
when selecting
flash memory
devices for
industrial
applications
By Ulrich Brandt

W

hen it comes to standard IT
applications, price-per-GB
is a perfectly good purchase criterion for
flash memory. In some cases, write and
read speed is also considered. But if you
have a need for flash memory devices
for industrial applications, or you require
memory cards for outdoor telecom applications, then your priorities are going to
be different. If, as is often the case, capacity
is not really an issue, robustness and durability certainly are. Endurance (i.e. flash
media lifetimes) and retention (i.e. durability of saved data) are complex issues.
Storage medium firmware and architecture both come into play here, as does
the nature of the application. How will
data be written? Or is the emphasis more
on reading? If you have special requirements for flash memory, then you need
to know exactly which questions to ask.

10

Selecting flash memory devices, or solid-state drives (SSDs), for
industrial applications is complex. Price-performance comparisons
are of little use because the demand-driven definition of performance
hinges on a host of factors.

Background: Signs of aging
Typically, the cells of NAND flash devices only allow for a limited number of deletions. This is attributable to the fact that each time the tunnel effect is generated, the
oxide layer, which normally prevents electrons from flowing off from the floating gate,
accumulates high-energy electrons due to the extinguishing voltage. As a result, the
threshold voltage changes over time to the point where ultimately the cell is no longer
readable (Figure 1).
Another effect of aging is the formation of conductive paths in the oxide layer, causing
the cell to gradually lose charge – and with it the hold bit. This effect, which is accelerated by exposure to high temperature, tends to occur particularly in cases where
the number of allowed program/erase (P/E) cycles decreases, causing retention to
decline dramatically. Hence, while both new single-level and multi-level cell (SLC and
MLC) NANDs reliably provide 10 years of retention, this figure declines to only one
year by the end of their lifetimes. But with MLC NANDs, this point is reached after
3,000 P/E cycles compared to after 100,000 with SLCs. This explains why SLCs are the
preferred solution for sophisticated applications – and why low-cost triple level cell
(TLC) NAND chips cannot be used for long-term storage. To write three bits per cell
using this technology, you need eight distinct charge states, which is why degeneration becomes noticeable much sooner. In TLCs, the original one-year retention level
declines to three months after only 500 P/E cycles.
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Mitigating measures
The effects of physical damage to the
chip are mitigated using various mechanisms. Given the fact that when a cell
fails the entire block needs to be marked
as “bad,” wear leveling ensures that all
physical storage addresses undergo the
same level of usage. But read errors
point to more than just wear and tear.
Each time data is written, the cells surrounding the programmed cell undergo
stress (i.e. they become more energetic) –
a phenomenon known as ‘program disturb.’ Over time, the cell voltage threshold increases, leading to read errors –
which are fixed once the relevant block
is erased. Reading also results in a form
of stress known as ‘read disturb,’ whereby the adjacent pages accumulate the
charge. Owing to the relatively low
voltage involved, this effect is far less pronounced than with writing – nevertheless
reading is prone to bit errors that must be
corrected by error-correcting code (ECC)
and fixed by deleting the relevant block.
Interestingly, this effect is particularly
pronounced in applications that read the
same data repeatedly. This means that
even within a read-only memory, blocks
need to be deleted and pages repeatedly
written for errors to be corrected.
How SSD endurance is measured
Manufacturers measure the lifetime of a
flash memory device using two metrics:
terabytes written (TBW) and drive writes
per day (DWPD). TBW indicates the
total amount of data that can be written
during an SSD’s lifetime, whereas DWPD
indicates the amount of data that can be
written every single day during the warranty period. The problem with these
benchmarks is that they are extremely
complex, and users have no choice but
to rely on the manufacturer’s specifications. Plus, it is unclear how relevant
these specifications actually are when
it comes to selecting the right data
medium for a given application since the
figure obtained is largely determined by
a test workload. For example, tests of
a Swissbit 480 GBP SSD resulted in a
1360, 912, or 140 TBW lifetime, depending
on the measurement method used. The
www.embedded-computing.com

FIGURE 1

An aging cell: Electrons accumulate in the tunnel oxide layer, causing
the threshold voltage to gradually change. Cracks in the tunnel oxide layer
induce leakage current paths, permitting the charge to flow off. Read errors
increase to the point where the block becomes a “bad block” that needs to
be retired.
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most striking result is achieved by measuring sequential writing. The second
value (912) is yielded by a client workload, whilst the third (140) is derived
from an enterprise workload. Both load
tests constitute JEDEC standards. The
client workload is based on the behavior
of a computer user, and mostly generates sequential accesses. The enterprise
workload, on the other hand, simulates
the performance of a server in a multiuser environment that generates up to
80 percent random accesses.
Although theoretically these standards
should allow for comparability, the
problem is that many manufacturers
simply do not indicate the underlying
workloads and base their product information on sequential write values. And
because, as the example shows, the
latter can differ for enterprise workloads
by a factor of ten, extreme caution is
needed when it comes to remarkable
and unclearly specified high endurance
values.
Write amplification factor (WAF)
reduction
The logical to physical mapping system,
ECC, and a process called garbage collection to clear out blocks are all relevant
mechanisms when it comes to understanding and ranking flash memory functionality and performance. A key term in
this domain is write amplification factor,
or WAF, which is the ratio between the
user data derived from the host and the
actual amount of data that is written
to the flash memory device. Reducing
WAF – a metric for flash controller efficiency – is key when it comes to ramping
up SSD endurance. The workload factors
that influence WAF comprise the difference between sequential and sequential
and random accesses, or data block size
relative to pages and block sizes. Two
basic conditions must be satisfied: pages
need to be written one after the other,
and blocks need to be deleted as whole
units. In the standard procedure, the
mapping between logical and physical
address relates to blocks. This is highly
efficient for sequential data because
the pages of a given block can be
written sequentially. An example of this
mechanism is continuously accumulated
video data. However, pages are written
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FIGURE 2

Comparison test: Compared to conventional products, the F-60 durabit is far
more durable and has lower WAF. This is achieved via FTL in the DRAM and
greater over-provisioning.

in numerous different blocks for random data whereby every internal overwrite of a
page requires an entire block to be deleted. This results in higher WAF and a reduced
lifetime. Thus, page-based mapping is preferable for non-sequential data. In other
words, the firmware ensures that data derived from disparate sources can be written
sequentially to the pages of a single block. This reduces the number of deletions and
thus prolongs lifetime and enhances write performance. The drawback of this method
is that it results in a larger assignment table of the flash transition layer (FTL), though
this can be compensated for by an integrated DRAM.
Another factor that ramps up WAF is memory usage. The more data that is stored on
a flash device, the more bits the firmware needs to move from one place to another.
Page-based mapping is advantageous here as well. Manufacturers have yet another
adjustment mechanism known as over-provisioning (i.e. the space of a flash memory
device that is reserved solely for background activities) at their disposal. Seven percent of an SSD (the difference between binary and decimal values for gigabyte figures)
is normally reserved for this purpose. But reserving 12 percent rather than 7 percent
for over-provisioning is amazingly effective. For example, an endurance comparison
(i.e. the TBW for enterprise workload) of two identical SSDs derived from MLC NAND
chips has shown that the 60 GB Swissbit F-60 durabit achieved a 6.6x higher value
than the same company’s 64-bit F-50 device (Figures 2 and 3). And in fact, the value
is 10 times higher for the 240 GB and 265 GB versions.
Conclusion and nine key questions to ask
SLC flash memory devices are in many ways the most robust solution for industrial
applications, as well as for power outage protection. However, in many cases high-end
MLC flash media is just as suitable for such purposes. Mechanical properties ranging
up to military standards aside, when looking for an SSD solution, particular attention
should be paid to the amount of effort the manufacturer puts into reducing WAF and
extending product lifetime via firmware. Other factors that come into play are “data
care management” measures for better retention and not to forget long-term availability of the modules that have been meticulously qualified for a given application.
Application requirements determine which factors you need to pay particular attention to in selecting an SSD. On request, Swissbit provides its customers with a Lifetime
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FIGURE 3
Shown here is
the CFast F-60
durabit SSD.

Monitor, a tool that calculates the endurance of a given SSD by analyzing its reads
and writes. And as noted, even if price isn’t the determining factor, it’s useful to know
whether you really need an eight times more expensive SSD, or whether MLC will
suffice for your purposes.
Key questions to ask when selecting flash memory devices for industrial applications:
1. Do I have specific physical requirements for vibration, resistance,
and temperature range?
Industrial flash memory devices should, through the application of
an appropriate qualification process, be able to show proof of high-quality
material properties and good production and processing.
2. Is the memory storage exposed to high temperatures for extended
periods of time?
Because high temperatures weaken the readability of the cells faster, a product
with data care functions should be chosen, which regularly refreshes the data.
3. Is the intention to write and store a large volume of data on the data
carriers over a long period of time?
If so, an SLC product should be chosen.
4. Does the application predominantly require read access?
If yes, a product with data care functions should be chosen, which regularly
refreshes the data.
5. Does the application predominantly require write functionality?
Then a product with block-based mapping is suitable for sequential write
functionality. For random requests, a product with page-based mapping
should be selected.
6. Is the capacity of the memory fully utilized?
For intensive use applications, the controller demands space for internal
operations and over-provisioning can extend endurance.
7. What workload has the provider specified for TBW or DWPD?
The comparison of data carriers is only possible through the indication of the
workload benchmarks.
8. Is a higher level of protection against data loss required?
For particularly critical applications, data care management and power fail
protection are essential.
9. Will the medium still be available in several years’ time?
The manufacturer should guarantee long availability so that the memory
storage can be replaced without the need to requalify.
Ulrich Brandt is Director of Marketing at Swissbit AG.
www.embedded-computing.com
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Will adaptive
IP meet the
low-power IoT
challenge?
By Graham Bell

We are in the midst of the wave to automate our everyday
activities and business processes using “smart” appliances.
Maintaining a low-power profile is important, especially for batterypowered devices. Embedded systems designers are logically
attracted to using LPDRAM for its low-power budget, performance,
and smaller footprint on the board.

D

evices in embedded applications use a wide mix of DRAM
technology, as shown in Figure 1. LPDDR
is the right solution for IoT applications
given the density and speed requirements for this segment. LPDDR2 is used
in a number of higher bandwidth/performance applications and is expected to
be in use for quite some time, according
to Micron Technology (Figure 1).
System on chip (SoC) designs make use
of lots of third-party IP. So much so that
surveys show the percentage of IP content in a typical SoC is at 70 percent or
more. This includes the LPDDR memory
subsystem, which communicates with
off-chip dynamic RAM (DRAM).

14

FIGURE 1

Embedded and industrial market trends highlight LPDRAM as the right solution for
higher bandwidth and performance applications. (Courtesy of Micron Technology).
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Designing high-performance, reliable
LPDDR memory subsystems is no small
feat because its interface is often the
highest frequency signal used in the SoC
and, if it fails or is unstable, the system
becomes unusable.
SoC semiconductors are the most cost
effective in terms of low power and performance when manufactured at the
28 nm process node. Managing static
and dynamic variations is one of the
many considerations for designers when
they’re implementing a SoC design
in an advanced process node. These
subtle variations are becoming the most
important considerations for a number
of reasons.
Static variations are a consequence
of the chip manufacturing process
where no two devices behave exactly
the same. Careful design planning and
execution to accommodate small differences across the expected behavior
from a population of devices is needed
to ensure that the finished product
performs as expected.

system could suffer from reliability
problems if operating conditions occur
outside the expected norm.
A designer’s challenge is to ensure that
the device or system meets performance
and reliability goals. He or she spends
time testing and evaluating a system
using examples from different operating conditions with a goal to “tune”

the device or system so it will operate
across the expected range of static
and dynamic variations encountered by
the consumer.
An adaptive type of IP can make all the
difference because it can measure the
relevant parameters critical to performance and reliability, then automatically make adjustments to ensure the
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The chip itself is only one piece. The
package, printed circuit board (PCB), or
system substrate and external components that interface with the chip have
their own static variations that must
be factored into the design also when
considering overall system performance
and reliability. A poor choice of board
type can greatly reduce the yield of
working systems.
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When the chip is in operation it experiences dynamic variations due to fluctuations in the system environment. These
include temperature or voltage changes,
and perhaps other environmental variables difficult to predict. A system must
be designed to withstand these dynamic
conditions in the field nonetheless. One
technique is to use guard-banding to
manage a wide range of anticipated
operating conditions. However, performance will usually be sacrificed for reliability. If the wrong guard-banding is
applied to the design specification, the
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parameters are optimized. These precise measurements and corrections would
be made during system initialization and again at regular times during system
operation.
Adaptive routines run quickly and have little impact on system operation and
throughput, and have enough latitude to correct for a wide range of variation. Because
adaptive IP is in the chip, each system is optimized for static variations in each component and dynamic variations caused by the system environment. That means the chip
continually optimizes its operation to deliver the best performance with robustness
and reliability to the consumer.
(Un)predictable DDR IP
Let’s consider the DDR memory subsystem found in most SoCs as adaptive IP. Of
course, designers look to a variety of signal-training routines specified within the
JEDEC DDR memory specifications. They will not find a solution to the clock-domain

crossing (CDC) problem: During a read
operation, the data strobe signale (DQS)
generated by the DDR SDRAM and
other associated data must be correctly
synchronized with the SoC system clock.
The relationship between the phase and
latency of these clock domains is subject
to static and dynamic variations and is
difficult to predict or model.
Typically, designers deploy a DDR subsystem to bench test and measure multiple systems with multiple components
across a variety of operating corners.
Decisions are made about how to set
up the interface timing once they have
enough data, making it likely that all
systems will perform across tested scenarios. However, this process can take
days and weeks, with no guarantee that
each system will perform perfectly in
every operating scenario.
The solution is DDR adaptive IP. During
system initialization, the adaptive IP
measures phase and latency differences
between the DQS and the SoC clock and
programs the interface to align the two
domains for that specific system. During
system operation, the adaptive IP periodically rechecks the phase and latency
and, if needed, re-calibrates the timing.
Using this approach, system bring-up
is automated because the adaptive IP
finds the best operating point for each
device and system. The use of adaptive
IP allows the best system performance
to be achieved and ensures that the
system maintains stable operation under
varying operating conditions. Even when
targeting low-power operation in today’s
advanced semiconductor process nodes.
Adaptive IP is being broadly adopted.
We predict that it will be an essential requirement as we move to future
LPDRAM standards that demand everhigher performance and ever-smaller
power footprint.
Graham Bell is Vice President
of Marketing at Uniquify. Graham
started his career developing analog
and mixed-signal simulation for LSI
switched-capacitor filters. He holds a
Bachelor’s of Computer Science degree
in computer hardware from Carleton
University in Ottawa, Canada.
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BY ENGINEERS, FOR ENGINEERS
In the rapidly changing technology universe, embedded designers might be looking for
an elusive component to eliminate noise, or they might want low-cost debugging tools
to reduce the hours spent locating that last software bug. Embedded design is all about
defining and controlling these details sufficiently to produce the desired result within
budget and on schedule.
Embedded Computing Design (ECD) is the go-to, trusted property for
information regarding embedded design and development.
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SOFTWARE: EMBEDDED LINUX UPDATE

Yocto,
Ubuntu Core
features
outweigh
footprint for
embedded hardware
vendors
By Brandon Lewis, Technology Editor

W

hat you also probably
know is that Linux was
not originally intended for use in embedded systems. In most scenarios the
determinism of Linux can be described
as “soft real time” at best. Tuning the
Linux kernel to a specific processor or
application has also traditionally required
a fair amount of in-house development
expertise, as building and cross compiling
a system is no trivial task. Importantly,
even conservative Linux implementations typically require several megabytes
of RAM.
In parallel, though, embedded systems
have changed. Many embedded systems
today include graphical user interfaces
(GUIs) and incorporate embedded web
servers – features that in the past may
have disqualified them as embedded
systems altogether. To support these
functions, and with a little help from
Moore’s Law, it’s not uncommon today
to find embedded systems based on
multicore system on chips (SoCs) that
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The “free” one. For development projects, this has always been
a big advantage of using a Linux operating system (OS). It’s also
open source, stable, and a bunch of other things you already know.

integrate graphics processing units (GPUs), more RAM, and memory management
units (MMUs). These phenomena gave embedded Linux an inch in applications like
medical, transportation, robotics, digital signage, and communications, and it has
taken a mile (and counting).
But now that Linux has arrived in embedded, the emphasis is on ease and efficiency
so that engineers spend more time developing applications, less time tinkering with
the underlying OS, and still retain the flexibility of open source. The Linux community
and hardware vendors continue to push for this equilibrium with roll-your-own (RYO)
Linux distribution development environments like the Yocto Project.
“The concept of a distribution is a kind of pre-selection of packages; a pre-selection of policies, applications, and ways of working. All of those things are actually
fixed by your distribution,” says Alex Gonzalez, supervisor of software engineering at
Digi International (www.digi.com). “With something like Debian Linux you get a distribution that generates a binary package, and all you get as a user is a set of binary
that you install with a package management tool.
“With Yocto, you are actually building all those packages,” he continues. “What that
means is that you have complete control over the source.”
RYO embedded Linux distros
Although distributions like Debian, Red Hat, and Yocto are all based off similar open
source components, Yocto allows software engineers to select all of the configuration
options in a given build. Direct control over the source code in a Yocto distribution also
means that developers don’t have to go through the intensive process of generating
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FIGURE 1
Silicon vendors have added support
for embedded processor features to
the Yocto Project. This allows users to
take advantage of functionality such as
secure boot on the NXP i.MX6-based
ConnectCore 6 module from
Digi International.

new binaries, acquiring the source code, then modifying, repackaging, integrating,
and maintaining their own version of the binary distribution. They also don’t have to
rely on the greater Linux community to implement fixes tailored to embedded systems
that may not be viewed as a priority.
The possibility of custom distributions in Yocto is largely thanks to semiconductor manufacturers’ intimate involvement in the project, including Intel, NXP, Texas Instruments,
Renesas, Xilinx, AMD, and others. This has resulted in provisions for a lot of embedded
processor functionality being integrated into the Yocto software ecosystem, which
increases portability and makes for a smoother out of the box experience.
Digi International, for example, leverages a Yocto layer to enable the secure boot
features of the NXP i.MX6 processor on its ConnectCore 6 module (Figure 1). As a
result, a complete security framework from bootup to secure JTAG is available as a
Yocto filesystem that is very easy to implement.
Secure updates with Ubuntu
Also along the lines of security, remote updates have become a major selling point
for Internet of Things (IoT) devices. Remote firmware update capability allows device
manufacturers to add features and patch vulnerabilities after devices have been
deployed in the field, but the very process itself consists of its own security challenges.
For instance, if an update is interrupted, firmware files could be corrupted and the OS
may not boot again. On the other hand, a new firmware version or application could
also introduce security loopholes.
While certain companies offer remote update solutions and others choose to develop
their own, the open source Ubuntu Core OS allows them to be performed automatically. Ubuntu Core’s unique architecture divides the OS kernel, the core Ubuntu OS,
and applications into isolated packages called “snaps.” In connected systems, snaps
can regularly check for updates and download them individually, which helps ensure
that all system components are up to date and include the latest patches.
Though automatic remote updates may be disconcerting for some, Ubuntu Core provides a two-fold advantage in terms of security. First, during the OS update process,
Ubuntu Core actually downloads full copies of the new kernel and core OS snap versions, which are verified before the existing OS is replaced. This helps ensure that even
if connection is lost or the download is interrupted, the system can fall back to the OS
that’s running without corrupting the system.
The second advantage is that the isolation of components from each other helps
maintain the integrity of the overall system should an application be compromised.
“Ubuntu Core pioneered the whole AppArmor, and that allows for a lot of application
confinement,” says Mark Featherston, embedded engineer at Technologic Systems
www.embedded-computing.com

FIGURE 2

The TS-7970 is an NXP
i.MX6-based SBC that runs
the Ubuntu Core OS to provide
rich networking support and
secure remote updates for
connected embedded systems
in the industrial sector.

(www.embeddedarm.com). “If an app
does happen to get broken into, it’s going
to be very hard to do a whole lot with the
system running as just a single application. It limits the effectiveness of an attack
on the system.”
For its part, Technologic Systems’ TS-7970
single-board computer (SBC) runs Ubuntu
Core, which provides rich networking
support and secure upgrade capability
for platforms such as Industrial Internet
of Things (IIoT) gateways (Figure 2).
Embedded Linux:
Features over footprint
As processing capabilities, connectivity,
and user expectations advance, the
features of Linux will begin to outweigh its
footprint in the decision-making process for many embedded systems. In
some cases, Linux variants are even
being viewed as reliable options for
embedded systems.
“It does add a larger footprint, but it
grants you reliability,” says Featherston.
“That seems to be far more important
than a smaller footprint to many people.”
10 years ago embedded Linux was in the
proverbial playground. It has officially
reached production.
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IoT over BLE in 10 minutes
with Microchip Curiosity and
MikroElektronika
Clicks
By Brandon Lewis, Technology Editor

The Microchip Curiosity HPC and onboard PIC16F18875 8-bit
microcontroller housing the MikroElektronika BLE2 and GYRO Clicks

Goal: The following describes how to build a simple Internet of Things (IoT) data
streaming application over Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) using the Microchip Curiosity
High Pin Count (HPC) development board, MikroElektronika Bluetooth and gyroscope Clicks, and the
MPLAB X integrated development environment (IDE). We begin by configuring Curiosity’s onboard 8-bit
PIC16F18875 microcontroller (MCU) to receive orientation data from the MikroElektronika MIKROE-1379
GYRO Click using quick-start libraries recently added to MPLAB Code Configurator (MCC). We proceed by
modifying code from sample applications within MCC to instruct the MikroElektronika MIKROE-1715 BLE2
Click based on the Microchip RN4020 module to broadcast axis data from the GYRO Click. This data is
received and displayed in a free Bluetooth scanner smartphone app.

Hardware required/cost:
›› Microchip Curiosity HPC
development board with
PIC16F18875 MCU – $32.96 USD
›› MikroElektronika MIKROE-1715
BLE2 Click – $30.60 USD
›› MikroElektronika MIKROE-1379
GYRO Click – $25.50 USD

Setting up the project
After downloading and installing the required software (installation instructions at
http://www.microchip.com/curiosity), plug the MikroElektronika BLE2 and GYRO
Clicks firmly into the mikroBUS headers on the Curiousity HPC development board.
Connect one end of a USB 2.0 Mini cable to the Curiosity HPC USB connector and
the other end to your desktop to power up your system. Green power (“PWR”) LEDs
will illuminate on the Curiosity board and GYRO Click, along with a blue “wake” LED
on the BLE2 Click.

Software required (version):
›› MPLAB X IDE (version 3.61 used)
›› MPLAB Code Configurator (MCC)
(version 3.26.2 used)
›› MPLAB XC8 C compiler
(version 1.42 used)

DEVELOPER NOTE: The Curiosity HPC accepts both 3.3 V and 5 V power
supplies, but the Mikroelektronika Clicks were only designed to accept 3.3 V; be
sure the jumper next to Curiosity HPC’s power LED is set to 3.3 V before powering
up the system so you don’t blow any components – not fun.

Cost estimate: $89.06 USD
Time estimate: 10 minutes
Difficulty level: Beginner
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Configuring your system
A primer before diving into configuration is that Microchip engineers recently completed a “50 in 50” program in which they added quick-start library support for
50 MikroElektronika Clicks directly into MCC over 50 days. This really helps accelerate
the development process (as you’ll find out), as MCC automatically generates code for
various resources in a given MPLAB X project. In essence, the Click boards are treated
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FIGURE 1

The pin configuration tool within MCC provides a graphical interface for easily connecting microcontroller pins to system
peripherals.

like any other Microchip peripheral.
Since completing the 50 in 50 program,
Microchip has continued to add support
for other MikroElektronika clicks.
Adding Click boards to your project
Once your new project is selected in the
“Project Resources” window to the far
left of the MPLAB X dashboard, open
MCC. You are able to do this by clicking
the MCC shield in the MPLAB X IDE
navigation bar, or by selecting it from
the “Tools > Embedded > MPLAB Code
Configurator: Open/Close” dropdown
menu.
Once MCC is open, several windows
will appear that allow you to program
the device with a few mouse clicks. The
interface should have defaulted to the
“Resource Management [MCC]” tab,
and the “Project Resources” window
should display with the “System Module”
option selected – if not, select it. Now in
the “Device Resources” window, scroll
to the nested “Mikro-E Clicks” list,
expand it, and then expand the nested
“Sensors” and “Wireless Connectivity”
lists. From there, double click on “Gyro”
and “BLE2”, respectively, to add them
to the project. Selecting them will also
display more information on the parts in
the main MPLAB X viewing window.
DEVELOPER NOTE: While the
System Module is selected, ensure
that the “Low-voltage programming
Enable” checkbox is marked in the
www.embedded-computing.com

main System Module window; this is a requirement when programming 8-bit PIC
MCUs within MPLAB X.
An important observation on the power of MCC is available here, as navigating back
to the “Project Resources” window you will find that not only have the two clicks
been added to the project, but their required communication peripherals have been
as well. These resources have also been added to the “Pin Manager” window, which
you’ll use next.
Pin configuration
In the Pin Manager window you’ll now find all of your devices and peripherals waiting
to be configured to their respective pins. Pin locations are conveniently located on
the sides of both of Curiosity HPC’s mikroBUS headers and both click boards, so all
there is to do is transfer this information into the MCC Pin Manager. You can view the
pin configuration for this project in the following list or in Figure 1 (Module/Function/
Direction: Port – Purpose):
›› BLE2/Cmd_Mldp/output: Port RC2 – For controlling the BLE2 Click’s RN4020
module when a Microchip low-energy data profile (MLDP) serial data service is used
›› BLE2/Conn/input: Port RA1 – In its active-high state, this pin indicates that the
BLE2 Click’s RN4020 module is connected to a remote device
›› BLE2/Wake/output: Port RD0 – Indicates the sleep or wake state of the BLE2
Click’s RN4020 module
›› EUSART/RX/input: Port RC7 – For communications from the BLE2 Click to
the Curiosity HPC board (DEVELOPER NOTE: The input (RX) and output (TX) pins
will be reversed in MCC from what’s displayed on the BLE2 Click board)
›› EUSART/TX/output: Port RC6 – For communications from the Curiosity HPC
board to the BLE2 Click (DEVELOPER NOTE: The input (RX) and output (TX) pins
will be reversed in MCC from what’s displayed on the BLE2 Click board).
›› MSSP1/SCL1/in/out: Port RC3 – For passing serial clock signals between the
Curiosity HPC and GYRO Click over the I2C bus
›› MSSP1/SDA1/in/out: Port RC4 – For passing serial data signals between the
Curiosity HPC and GYRO Click over the I2C bus
›› OSC/CLKOUT/output: None (DEVELOPER NOTE: N/A for this project)
›› Pin Module/GPIO/input: Port RB4 – For enabling interrupts via the push button
connected to pin S1
›› Pin Module/GPIO/output: None (DEVELOPER NOTE: N/A for this project)
›› Reset: Port RE4
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Changing clock frequency and renaming GPIO pins
At this point you need to increase the speed of the high-frequency internal clock
of Curiosity HPC’s PIC16F18875 MCU to handle UART communications with the
BLE2 Click, because the RN4020 module operates at a baud rate of 115,200 bits
per second. To do this, navigate to the “System Module” window and change the
“HF Internal Clock” field value from “4_MHz” to “16_MHz” using the dropdown
arrow. Next, change the “Clock Divider” field value from “4” to “1”. The PIC16F18875
is now running fast enough to handle serial UART communications.
Now it’s time to rename the GPIO pin to something more human friendly for when
we get into coding. Turn your attention to the Project Resources window and select
“Pin Module” from the “System” dropdown. In the main MCC viewer window find
the “RB4” pin and change the “Custom Name” field from “IO_RB4” to “S1” (which
I chose just because that’s the connector label on the Curiosity HPC board).

Before we move into coding, hit the
“Generate” button in the Project
Resources window to have MCC create
code based on your project setup.
Programming a BLE-based
IoT application
After generating code, the “Output –
MPLAB Code Configurator” window
should have successfully created your
code and prompted you to save the
MCC Configuration file. The file name
defaults to “MyConfig.mc3”, which will
be placed in your project folder.
Time to start coding. For a while you’ve
been operating in MCC, but now
you’ll switch to the “Projects” tab in
the upper left corner of the MPLAB X
window.. All of the files you need to
complete the project have already been
created and imported into your project
by MCC.
Among the files are a set of example
projects that Microchip included as
part of its 50 in 50 program, two of
which you’ll be using for this project.
By double clicking “gyro.h” you’re able
to see exactly what is going on inside
of these programs – i.e. reading X, Y,
and Z axis data of the gyroscope on
the GYRO Click. The same is true of the
“EXAMPLE_BLE2.c” file.
DEVELOPER NOTE: Those who
poke their head around into the
“BLE2_driver.c” file and are familiar
with Bluetooth technology will
note that it may seem bare; this is
by design so that users can hit the
ground running. Current Bluetooth
drivers and specifications can
be overwhelming, to say the least.
Navigate to your project’s “main.c” file
in the Projects window under “Project
Name > Source Files” and double click
the file to open it. In the main viewer
window you will see that the program
is pretty empty, which you’re about to
change.
Around line 46 you’ll find a line of code
that reads “#include “mcc_generated_files/mcc.h”, which is a call to
the header files generated by MCC. On
the subsequent three lines enter:
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#include “mcc_generated_
files/EXAMPLE_BLE2.h”
#include “mcc_generated_
files/gyro.h”
#include <stdio.h>
In addition to the MCC header file,
you’ve just called the “EXAMPLE_
BLE2.h” and “gyro.h” header files, as
well as the “stdio.h” header file (for
those unfamiliar, the standard input/
output (stdio) header file contains most
of the regular library functions for file I/O
in the C language).
In the main.c file you’ll also want to
enable global and peripheral interrupts,
which will help conserve power by interrupting UART communications with
the BLE2 Click (i.e., sleep/wake transitioning). To do this, uncomment (remove
the two forward slashes) around lines
60 and 63.
DEVELOPER NOTE: The I2C bus
that is used for communications with
the GYRO Click defaults to a polling
method so that we can actively monitor
and read the status of the GYRO Click.
Next you’ll need to navigate to the
EXAMPLE_BLE2.h file under “Project
Name > MCC Generated Files” in the
Projects window to pull a couple of
lines of code for your main.c file. Copy
the code from lines 29 and 30 to your
clipboard:
void EXAMPLE_setupBLE2
(const char* name) ;
void EXAMPLE_
sendMessageOverBLE2(uint8_t
*message);
Back in the main.c file, paste “void
EXAMPLE_setupBLE2
(const
char* name) ;” before the “while
(1)” loop around line 71. Remove the
“void”. Next, replace the code within
the parenthesis with a human-readable
name like “GYRODEMO” (in quotation
marks).
Next, paste the “void EXAMPLE_
sendMessageOverBLE2(uint8_t
*message);” code within the while
(1) loop around line 75 where “Add
your application code” is commented.
www.embedded-computing.com

Remove the “void”, and replace the “uint8_t *message” in the parentheses
with “message”.
The “EXAMPLE_setupBLE2 (“GYRODEMO”) ;” call configures the BLE2 click to
use the Microchip Low-energy Data Profile for serial communications, while the
“EXAMPLE_sendMessageOverBLE2(message);” call actually sends the data.
In order to avoid spamming the smartphone application with constant data,
you now need to bring the GPIO pin on port RB4 (that we earlier labeled “S1”)
back into the equation. Within the while (1) loop but before the EXAMPLE_
sendMessageOverBLE2(message);, add the following:
if (! S1_GetValue())
This statement indicates that when the S1 pushbutton is pressed (1) that the subsequent code should be executed; if it isn’t (0), do nothing.
After the if statement it’s time to add in the most important code of the application:
the print command of gyroscope data. Transitioning to the “gyro_example.c” file
in the Projects window under “Program Name > Source Files > MCC Generated
Files” you’ll find an example of what this will look like in your application code on
line 29. With a little massaging to work it in with the rest of your application code,
add the following:
{sprintf(&message, “X = %d”, gyro_readX());
DEVELOPER NOTE: For the purposes of this application, we will only
be using the X value, but you grasp the concept, right? In addition, the
smartphone application being used is a little buggy, so you may need to add
a space between the quotations marks and the X in {sprintf(&message,
“X = %d”, gyro_readX());.
Now, close this statement and the EXAMPLE_
sendMessageOverBLE2(“message”); call with a curly brace ( } ).
It is also helpful to include a delay between sends for clearer data readings, so add
one more line to your application code after EXAMPLE_sendMessageOverBLE2
(“message”);} and input __delay_ms(100) to insert a 100 millisecond delay
after each transmission.
Finally, you need to define the number of characters in the gyroscope reading to
be included in the Bluetooth transmission. The following code should be inserted
after the EXAMPLE_setupBLE2 (“GYRODEMO”) call but before the while (1) loop.
It calls for a 15-character array.
char message [15] = {0};
Your application code should look something like what’s displayed in Figure 2. Click
the computer screen with the down arrow in the MPLAB X IDE navigation bar to
“Make and Program Device Main Project”.

FIGURE 2
Application code
for an IoT over
BLE project that
uses MCC files as
a baseline should
resemble what’s
shown here.
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Bluetooth data streaming to smartphone app
You’re almost there. Download a free iOS or Android Bluetooth scanner application like
“BLE Scanner from Bluepixel Technology LLP” on your smartphone if you don’t already
have one. Once you open the application it should scan for nearby BLE devices and
recognize “GYRODEMO”, or whatever you entered into the “EXAMPLE_setupBLE2
(“NAME”) ;” field (Figure 3). Hit “Connect” in the app. Once the application is connected, a green “CONN” LED will illuminate on the BLE2 Click hardware (Figure 4).
In this particular application, once you connect you’re able to view data from nearby
devices. In particular, you’ll be interested in the “Custom Service” dropdown. Under
Custom Service, look for “Custom Characteristic” and hit the “I” icon (“I” stands for
indications), which should then change from blue to green (if this icon is not present,
see the last developer note).

“... CLICK BOARDS CONTINUE
TO BE ADDED TO MCC, SO
THERE’S A WORLD OF POSSIBLE
IOT APPLICATIONS THAT CAN
BE HAD (OR “MADE”) ...”
Now, press the S1 pushbutton on your
Curiosity HPC board. A “Value” field
should appear in the app with orientation data, as shown in Figure 5a (Value:
X + -3700 in my project). Rotate the board
and press S1 again (Value: X + -1519 in
my project), as shown in Figure 5b.
Congrats. You’ve just created a BLE-based
IoT application.

FIGURE 4

FIGURE 3
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Once connected to the smartphone application, a green “CONN” LED should
illuminate on the BLE2 Click indicating that it has paired with another device.

A free off-the-shelf Bluetooth
scanner smarthpone application should detect the Curiosity
HPC IoT over Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) project.

FIGURE 5A & 5B

Connected thoughts
One final note is that the GYRO click
does not contain Microchip parts, so
don’t shy away for fear of vendor lockin.
As mentioned previously, new Click
boards continue to be added to MCC,
so there’s a world of possible IoT applications that can be had (or “made”) on the
super cheap. All these items and more
can be found through electronic component distributors like DigiKey.

Once connected, pressing the S1 pushbutton on the Curiosity HPC board
will transmit gyroscope orientation data that will display in the app.
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HONORABLE MENTIONS

INNOVATIVE
PRODUCT

SILICON
NXH2281 MIGLO NEAR FIELD
MAGNETIC INDUCTION (NFMI) RADIO
WWW.NXP.COM

NXP SEMICONDUCTORS
Optimized for high-quality wireless
audio and data communications,
NXP Semiconductors’ NxH2281 MiGLO radio employs near-field
magnetic induction (NFMI) techniques to create a robust and tightlycontained body-area network. At just 2.5 mW, the radio enables
wireless streaming of sub-sample synchronized audio and data
through the human body with negligible absorption (10,000 lower
SAR than 2.4GHz) and very low (2.7 ms) latency. The primary
target application is ear-to-ear streaming for hearables.

PARASOFT
With security vulnerabilities, application crashes, and device
malfunctions increasingly exposed on embedded devices,
Parasoft’s C/C++test incorporates static analysis, unit testing, runtime error
detection, and coverage analysis in a single integrated testing suite. An innovative
Process Intelligence Engine identifies defects, vulnerabilities, and risks across
the software development lifecycle, ensuring that functional and non-functional
requirements are met at the subsystem, component, and application levels.
Parasoft C/C++test empowers developers to unit, API, load, and security test
quickly and efficiently in both real and simulated environments.

SOFTWARE
C/C++TEST
WWW.PARASOFT.COM

CONNECT TECH INC.

SYSTEMS
JETSON TX2 ARRAY SERVER
WWW.CONNECTTECH.COM
26

The Connect Tech Inc. Jetson TX2 Array Server
(UTX1A) is designed for micro datacenter machine
learning applications that are sensitive to performance
per watt. With 6,144 CUDA cores and 24 discrete GPU
engines for video encode, decode, and transcode
operations in a 1U box, the system provides 24 TFLOPs
at less than 300 W.						
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HONORABLE MENTIONS

INNOVATIVE
PRODUCT

HELIX SEMICONDUCTORS
The mission: Reduce the burden on
current electrical grids. The solution:
Helix Semiconductors’ eMpower HS100
chipset, which uses the company’s MuxCapacitor capacitancebased conversion IP in a unique high-voltage process. The chipset
employs a converter and controller to take in 240 Vac and output
5 Vdc at 2 A (for U.S. and Japan) and 5 Vdc at 1 A (for Europe)
at conversion efficiencies well above 90 percent – even with
low load.

SILICON
EMPOWER HS100 CHIPSET
WWW.helixsemiconductors.com

CADENCE DESIGN SYSTEMS

SOFTWARE
ORCAD CAPTURE CLOUD
CLOUD.ORCAD.COM/ARROW

The browser-based OrCAD Capture Cloud combines
the popular OrCAD Capture tool with the power of the
cloud, enabling designers to easily access millions of
components, datasheets, and reference designs from
Arrow Electronics within the OrCAD Capture design environment.
The integration of design and component selection in a unified
platform allows engineers to compare specs, leverage existing
symbols, and get started on their schematic design projects –
no local install, updates, or maintenance required.

THEMIS COMPUTER
Themis Computer’s Hyper-Unity allows Industrial IoT
engineers to process high volumes of real-time data in less
time with 56 Gbps data transfer speeds and latencies of under
300 ns. Hyper-Unity provides the ability to scale up and out
as network demands increase, with each turnkey solution
cluster capable of supporting several hundred virtual machines and
12 or more nodes. Enhanced reliability features and size, weight,
and power (SWaP) optimization ensure survivability in the most
extreme environments.
www.embedded-computing.com

SYSTEMS
HYPER-UNITY
WWW.THEMIS.COM
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OS81119, the World’s First Dual-Port INIC
The OS81119 is the world's first dual-port, highly integrated
Intelligent Network Interface Controller (INIC) for the 150 Mbps
MOST® Network (MOST150) with support for both optical physical
layers (oPHY) and coaxial (coax) physical layers (cPHY) that can
efficiently handle audio, video, packet, and control data for infotainment and Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS).
On cPHY, it enables daisy chain on MOST150 networks with the
support of full-duplex communication. This feature helps lower the
total system cost by reducing the number of cables and connectors
that are necessary to connect a single device.
The classic ring topology with dual-simplex communication is supported by oPHY and cPHY.
The OS81119 allows designers to implement creative hybrid networks, mixing physical layers and topologies. This allows customers
to expand their existing MOST150 networks with innovative applications that are based on cost-efficient daisy chain topologies with
little hardware and software design effort.
The OS81119 offers the following state-of-the-art industry standards as user interfaces: I2C, Streaming Port, MediaLB®, SPI, USB2.0
high-speed port. From software side, it is compatible with MOST®
Linux® Driver, MOST NetServices, and Microchip’s Unified Centralized
Network Stack (UNICENS).
INIC provides encapsulation of all low-level functions necessary to
develop a MOST-compliant device, significantly simplifying MOST
implementation in a node. Supervision of the application is also provided, including a protection mode that is entered when an application
is not present (i.e. start-up) or the External Host Controller (EHC) malfunctions. This protection mode prevents application malfunctions
from influencing the integrity of the network and the system.

FEATURES
ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ
ĄĄ

Includes USB 2.0 high-speed port as the interface
to System on Chip (SoC)
Supports dual-simplex and full-duplex
communication
Supports coax system diagnosis
Compatible with Microchip’s Unified Centralized
Network Stack (UNICENS)

ĄĄ

MOST Linux Driver is available

ĄĄ

Enables hybrid physical layers and hybrid topologies

ĄĄ

Flexible management of available bandwidth

INIC includes the INIC Software Stack, which provides MOST-compliant
real-time behavior. Integration of the INIC Software Stack significantly
relieves the EHC from real-time processing tasks.

ĄĄ

Provides remote control mode capability

ĄĄ

Powerful MediaLB controller

The INIC makes a MOST device accessible according to the rules of
the MOST Specification, even without participation from the External
Host Controller (EHC). The INIC provides a message-based interface
for control and packet data. Configuration is encapsulated within a
Function Block (FBlock INIC), which allows the EHC to manage INIC in
the same way as other functions in the system.

ĄĄ

Lead-free, RoHS-compliant package

ĄĄ

Rapid prototyping tool available now!

embedded-computing.com/p374279

Microchip Technology Inc.

www.microchip.com/OS81119
www.embedded-computing.com

Contact Microchip: www.microchip.com/distributors/SalesHome.aspx
 480-792-7200
@MicrochipTech
www.linkedin.com/company/microchip-technology
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TRACE32 Multi Core Debugger for TriCore Aurix
Lauterbach TriCore debug support at a glance:
For more than 15 years Lauterbach has been supporting the latest TriCore
microcontrollers. Our tool chain offers:
• Single and multi core debugging for up to 6 TriCore cores
• Debugging of all auxiliary controllers such as GTM, SCR, HSM and PCP
• Multi core tracing via MCDS on-chip trace or via high-speed serial
AGBT interface
The Lauterbach Debugger for TriCore provides high-speed access to the
target application via the JTAG or DAP protocol. Debug features range
from simple Step/Go/Break up to AutoSAR OS-aware debugging. High
speed flas programming performance of up to 340kB/sec on TriCore
devices and intuitive access to all peripheral modules is included.
Lauterbach’s TRACE32 debugger allows concurrent debugging of all
TrCore cores.
• Cores can be started and stopped synchronously.
• The state of all cores can be displayed side by side.
• All cores can be controlled by a single script.

Lauterbach, Inc.

www.lauterbach.com

FEATURES
ĄĄ Debugging of all auxiliary controllers: PCP, GTM, HSM and SCR
ĄĄ Debug Access via JTAG and DAP
ĄĄ AGBT High-speed serial trace for Emulation Devices
ĄĄ On-chip trace for Emulation Devices
ĄĄ Debug and trace through Reset
ĄĄ Multicore debugging and tracing
ĄĄ Cache analysis
embedded-computing.com/p374253

 info_us@lauterbach.com
 508-303-6812
www.lauterbach.com/pro/pro_tc3xx_aurix_as_alt1.php?chip=TC399XE%20A-STEP

Dev Tools and OSs

Lauterbach Debugger for RH850
Lauterbach RH850 debug support at a glance:
The Lauterbach Debugger for RH850 provides high-speed access to the target processor via the JTAG/LPD4/LPD1 interface. Debugging features range
from simple Step/Go/Break to multi core debugging. Customers value the
performance of high speed flash programming and intuitive access to all of
the peripheral modules.
TRACE32 allows concurrent debugging of all RH850 cores.
• The cores can be started and stopped synchronously.
• The state of all cores can be displayed side by side.
• All cores can be controlled by a single script.
All RH850 emulation devices include a Nexus trace module which enables
multi core tracing of program flow and data transactions. Depending on the
device, trace data is routed to one of the following destinations:
• An on-chip trace buffer (typically 32KB)
• An off-chip parallel Nexus port for program flow and data tracing
• A high bandwidth off-chip Aurora Nexus port for extensive data tracing
The off-chip trace solutions can store up to 4GB of trace data and also provide
the ability to stream the data to the host for long-term tracing, thus enabling
effortless performance profiling and qualification (e.g. code coverage).

Lauterbach, Inc.

www.lauterbach.com
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FEATURES
ĄĄ AMP and SMP debugging for RH850, GTM and ICU-M cores
ĄĄ Multicore tracing
ĄĄ On-chip and off-chip trace support
ĄĄ Statistical performance analysis
ĄĄ Non intrusive trace based performance analysis
ĄĄ Full support for all on-chip breakpoints and trigger features
ĄĄ AUTOSAR debugging
embedded-computing.com/p374254

info_us@lauterbach.com
 508-303-6812
www.lauterbach.com/pro/pro_r7f701325_alt1.php?chip=R7F701334A
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TRACE32 JTAG/ETM Debugger for ARMv8
Lauterbach ARMv8 support at a glance:
More than 17 years of experience in ARM debugging enable
Lauterbach to provide best-in-class debug and trace tools for
ARMv8 based systems:
• Muti core debugging and tracing for any mix of ARM
and DSP cores
• Support for all CoreSight components to debug and
trace an entire SoC
• Powerful code coverage and run-time analysis of
functions and tasks
• OS-aware debugging of kernel, libraries, tasks of all
commonly used OSs
Lauterbach debug tools for ARMv8 help developers throughout the whole development process, from the early pre-silicon
phase by debugging on an instruction set simulator or a virtual
prototype over board bring-up to quality and maintenance work
on the final product.

FEATURES
ĄĄ

Full support for all CoreSight components

ĄĄ

Full architectural debug support

ĄĄ

Support for 64-bit instruction set and 32-bit instruction
sets ARM and THUMB

Debugger features range from simple step/go/break, programming of on-chip-flash, external NAND, eMMC, parallel and
serial NOR flash devices, support for NEON and VFP units, to
OS-aware debug and trace concepts for 32-bit and 64-bit multi
core systems.

ĄĄ

32-bit and 64-bit peripherals displayed on logical level

ĄĄ

Support for 32-bit and 64-bit MMU formats

TRACE32 debuggers support simultaneous debugging and
tracing of homogeneous multi core and multiprocessors systems with one debug tool.

ĄĄ

Ready-to-run FLASH programming scripts

ĄĄ

Multicore debugging

ĄĄ

On-chip trace support (ETB, ETF, ETR)

ĄĄ

Off-chip trace tools (ETMv4)

Start/Stop synchronization of all cores and a time-correlated
display of code execution and data r/w information provides
the developer with a global view of the system's state and the
interplay of the cores.

ĄĄ

Auto-adaption of all display windows to AArch32/
AArch64 mode

AMP debugging with DSPs, GPUs and other accelerator
cores

About our Products

Our Company Philosophy
•
•
•
•

ĄĄ

High-tech company with long-term experience
Technical know-how at the highest level
Worldwide presence
Time to market

•
•
•
•
•

Everything from a single source
Open system
Open user interface for everything
Long-term investment through modularity and compatibility
The full array of architectures supported

embedded-computing.com/p374252

Lauterbach, Inc.

www.lauterbach.com
www.embedded-computing.com

info_us@lauterbach.com
 508-303-6812
www.lauterbach.com/pro/pro_zynq-ultrascale_alt1.php?chip=ZYNQ-ULTRASCALE+
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WILDSTAR UltraKVP ZPB for 6U & 3U OpenVPX
Annapolis FPGA boards are engineered for superior performance and maximum bandwidth. Both Altera and Xilinx
FPGAs are leveraged to offer the best FPGA technology
available and to fit customer preference, design requirements and production schedule.
These FPGA boards paired with Annapolis OpenVPXcompliant 6U/3U backplanes enable even the most bandwidth-intensive applications.
Rugged UltraKVP ZPB FPGA boards are designed from
the ground up to withstand a broad temperature range:
-55˚ to +85˚C.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality
of our products and for our unparalleled
dedication to ensuring that the
customer’s applications succeed.
We offer training and exceptional
special application
development support, as well as
more conventional support.

FEATURES
ĄĄ General Features

• Up to two Xilinx® Kintex® UltraScale™ XCKU115 or Virtex®
UltraScale+™ XCVU5P/XCVU9P/XCVU13P FPGAs
• – Hard 4x (3U) or 8x (6U) PCIe Gen3/Gen4 endpoint for
• DMA and register access
• – FPGAs programmable from attached flash or
• Annapolis-provided software API
• – 16 or 20-nm copper CMOS process
• – DDR4 DRAM ports on all FPGAs running up to 2400 MT/s
• Xilinx Zynq® UltraScale+ MPSoC Motherboard Controller
XCZU7EV (3U & 6U) or XCZU11EG (6U only)
• A Full Board Support Package using Open Project Builder for
fast and easy Application Development
• System Management

ĄĄ OpenVPX Backplane I/O

• 20 (3U) or 24 (6U) HSS I/O lanes to VPX backplane for 50 (3U)
or 60 (6U) GB/s of full duplex bandwidth
• Two PCIe Gen3 4x (3U) or 8x (6U) Connections to VPX Backplane
• Backplane Protocol Agnostic connections support 10/40Gb
Ethernet, IB capable, AnnapMicro protocol and user-designed
protocols
• Radial Backplane Clock Support for OpenVPX backplane signals
AUXCLK and REFCLK
• – Allows reference clock and trigger from backplane to
• synchronize and clock compatible ADC/DAC mezzanine
• cards without front panel connections needed

ĄĄ Front Panel I/O

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wild FMC+ (WFMC+) next generation I/O site
– Accepts standard FMC and FMC+ cards (complies to
FMC+ specification)
– Supports stacking (2 I/O cards per site)
– Up to 32 High Speed Serial and 100 LVDS pairs connections
to FPGA

ĄĄ Mechanical and Environmental

• Available in Extended Temperature Grades
• Air or Conduction Cooled
• RTM available for additional I/O
embedded-computing.com/p374295

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
www.annapmicro.com
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Atrenne is your lab development
chassis partner and offers everything
you need when the time comes to design
a fully ruggedized, deployable chassis.

VPX Lab Development Systems
Atrenne provides the industry’s widest array of desktop, tower, open
frame, and ATR lab development systems for usage in the lab environment. Chassis are available that support both 3U and 6U module form
factors, and both air and forced-air conduction cooling methodologies. Atrenne offers lab chassis in a range of slot counts, power supply
configurations, orientations and backplane topologies. The horizontally oriented DT-CC and DT-XC chassis provide over 300W per slot
in a desktop or rackmountable enclosure. From the small 849-S145
(2-slot, 3U, 200W) to the large RME13XC (6U, 16-slots, 3300W),
and many options in-between, Atrenne can provide a development
platform that will support the success of your program
development.
Atrenne’s lab development offerings include:
• 849-S145 – Desktop, 3U, 2-slot, Air
• COOL-CC3 – Desktop, 3U, 6-slot, Conduction
• COOL-XC3 – Desktop, 3U, 6-slot, Air
• COOL-CC6 – Desktop, 6U, 6-slot, Conduction
• COOL-XC6 – Desktop, 6U, 6-slot, Air
• 585-9U – Rackmount, 6U, 8-slot, Air
• 708/728 – 3U-9U, Rackmount, 6U, 5-12 slots
• DT-CC – Horizontal, 6U, 6-slot, High Power, Conduction
• DT-XC – Horizontal, 6U, 6-slot, High Power, Air
• RME13CC – 13U, Desk/Rackmount, 6U, 16-slot, Conduction
• RME13XC – 13U, Desk/Rackmount, 6U, 16-slot, Air
• RME9CC – 9U, Desk/Rackmount, 3U, 12-slot, Conduction
• RME9XC – 9U, Desk/Rackmount, 3U, 12-slot, Air
• 522 – Open Frame, 3U/6U, 10-slot
• OF-SMART3 – Open Frame, 3U, 6-slot
• OF-SMART6 – Open Frame, 6U, 6-slot

Transmission rates start at 3.125 Gbaud with many 3U and 6U
backplanes that operate at 10 Gbaud using the standard VPX connector. These new Gen-3, 10 Gbaud backplanes enable the utilization

www.atrenne.com/system/lab-development-systems
www.embedded-computing.com

Atrenne also offers ¾ ATR chassis that are as comfortable in the
lab as they are deployed in the field. The D2D series has been
designed to bridge the transition from development to demonstration to deployment with upgradable and expandable internal components. During the deployment phase, power supplies,
fans, IO and the backplane is upgradable to rugged components,
enhancing the ruggedness of the chassis.

FEATURES

Atrenne also offers the industry’s widest selection of VPX backplanes
including pass-through backplanes which can be configured to meet
an application-specific interconnect specification with VPX compatible cabling. Off-the-shelf backplanes support central switched,
distributed, daisy chained, partial mesh, full mesh, and pass-through
topologies.

Atrenne Integrated Solutions

of high-speed serial interconnects including 40 Gb Ethernet, PCI
Express Gen 3, Infiniband QDR and FDR10 and USB 3.1 in a
VPX system.

ĄĄ

3U and 6U Modules, Air and Conduction Cooled

ĄĄ

VPX, OpenVPX, VME64x, Hybrid

ĄĄ

Tower, Desktop, Open Frame, Rackmount, Horizontal and ATR

ĄĄ

3rd-Party Agnostic

ĄĄ

25+ Standard VPX Backplanes

ĄĄ

10 Gbaud, Gen-3 Signaling for 40Gb Ethernet, PCIe V3 and more

ĄĄ

2-16 Slots

ĄĄ

Wide Range of Power Supplies from 200W to 3750W

ĄĄ

110 VAC, ATX, 200 VAC, Upgradable

ĄĄ

+5V and +12V-Centric Power Supplies

ĄĄ

Custom Variants and Integration
embedded-computing.com/p373693

sales@atrenne.com
 800.926.8722
 @AtrenneOfficial
 www.linkedin.com/company/atrenne-integrated-solutions
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COTS Rugged Chassis and Backplanes
Imagine being able to deploy your electronics design in the
harshest military, aerospace and industrial environments in
the world. Atrenne Integrated Solutions specializes in providing
rugged, deployed chassis enclosures, backplanes, and related
accessories and services. If you’ve heard of Mupac, Carlo
Gavazzi, SIE Computing, Hybricon, Xtech, CBT or AbelConn, then
you already know Atrenne. Since acquiring these businesses,
we have the industry’s most extensive intellectual property
library of chassis designs accumulated throughout our 40+
year history. If your application has challenging shock, vibration,
size, temperature/cooling, altitude, humidity, safety, EMI/EMC,
10 Gbaud signaling or other requirements, chances are we
already have a platform design that we can use as a starting
point. Working with Atrenne lowers your lifecycle cost, reduces
technical risk, shortens your schedule, converts fixed costs to
variable and allows your team to focus precious resources on
your unique value-add.

FEATURES
ĄĄ

Our design library includes:
ĄĄ

• 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 1, 1.5+ ATR enclosures
• 1U to 14U high Rackmount enclosures
• Small form factor enclosures
• Baseplate, forced-air, heat-exchanger, and liquid-cooled

chassis supporting 3U/6U air and conduction-cooled
modules

• Backplanes with 10 Gbaud signaling in a range of

topologies and much more…

Atrenne can also serve as your one-stop-shop
partner for value-add, build-to-print manufacturing
of board CCA’s. We can design/build or manufacture
fabricated metal components, custom I/O and
cabling/wire harnesses. Additional services include
connector obsolescence management,
full assembly/integration and testing.

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

Benefits:
• ATR, Rackmount, Small Form Factor, and Lab
Development Chassis/Backplanes
• VPX /OpenVPX, VXS, VME64x, VME, CompactPCI and
other embedded form factors
• 25+ VPX backplanes including pass-through backplanes ready for cabling to a desired topology
• From legacy wire-wrap backplanes to advanced
10 Gbaud signaling
• Backplanes with central switched, distributed, daisy
chain and many other topologies
Technical Specs:
• Supported standards include: ARINC 404A,
MIL-STD-1275, MIL-STD-167, MIL-STD-461,
MIL-STD-704, MIL-STD-810, MIL- STD-91403,
RTCA/DO-160, …
• 110/120 VAC, 28/48 VDC Power Supplies
• Hybrid cooling methodologies
• Red/Black Tempest Compartments
• Lightening protection (bulk cable injection or pin
injection)
Supported Architectures:
• VPX, VME, CompactPCI and embedded form factors
Application Areas:
• Rugged enclosures/backplanes for mil-aero and
industrial applications including: C4ISR, EW, Avionics,
Image Processing/Surveillance, Mobile Systems, Secure
Communications, Rugged Servers, Sonar & Detection
systems, Computing, Communications, Medical
embedded-computing.com/p373838

Atrenne Integrated Solutions
www.atrenne.com
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Hot, Dirty, Wet, Soft, Fast, Cheap, Rugged and
Never Out of Style
ĄĄ

Hot. Damn hot. Expect the Fastcom® SuperFSCC-PCI-104

to operate normally, without performance degradation, at up
to +85 C (and down to -40 C).

Dirty. Dusty, grimy places. Fastcom® is READY.
ĄĄ Wet. Optional conformal coating protects Fastcom® from
ĄĄ

moisture and other contaminates.

ĄĄ
ĄĄ
ĄĄ
ĄĄ

Soft. Windows and Linux API developed and supported by
us – Really.

Fast. Up to 120Mbits/s. Fully programmable baud rate
generator, fastest data rates in the industry. Period.
Cheap. Not. When a project is your responsibility, Fastcom®

is READY.

Rugged and Never Out of Style. Fastcom® products are

manufactured in the USA to IPC standards and feature a
Limited Lifetime Warranty. Never obsolete. We promise.

SuperFSCC-PCI-104

(Part # 22072000)

Fastcom® Products presents the Super FSCC-PCI-104 adapter
with data rates up to 120Mbits/s providing next generation communications at unsurpassed speed! The Super FSCC-PCI-104
adapter features dual channels – independently configurable
as synchronous or asynchronous and is available with RS-422/
RS-485 or LVDS drivers/receivers. For Factory Automation, Heavy
Transportation, Test and Measurement or other tough environments – you need hardware that’s ready to be hot, dirty, wet, soft,
fast, rugged and never obsolete – Fastcom® products.
For technical information or to place an order, go to our website
www.fastcomproducts.com
embedded-computing.com/p374251

sales@fastcomproducts.com
 316-636-1131

Commtech, Inc.



www.fastcomproducts.com

Fastcom® is a registered
trademark of Commtech, Inc.
Wichita, KS, USA. Copyright©
2017 Commtech, Inc.

Hardware

3U OpenVPX CMOSS C4ISR Convergence Backplane
This 14 slot 3U OpenVPX backplane (12 payload +2 power supply slots)
supports the defense industry’s h/w and s/w convergence initiatives for
modular architecture. It is an integration platform for modules addressing
the DoD’s CMOSS (C4ISR Modular Open Suite of Standards) providing the
foundation for the creation of systems optimized for performance, reduced
SWaP and lower lifecycle costs for rapid technology insertion. It enables
the development of complex, high speed signal processing systems with
the latest fiber and RF connectivity as well as precision radial network timing including slot profiles for SBCs, switches, a radial clock and expansion.
The backplane supports high speed signals on all data paths and has
leading edge VITA67.3 modular connectors compatible with legacy
VITA 67.1 and VITA 66.4 RF and optical I/O connectors. It is the first
backplane to support IEEE 1588 precision timing protocol with a radial
clock card slot and seven supporting slots for precision timing and
synchronization in systems requiring submicrosecond precision.
It enables short development cycles and fast time to market for even the
most complex systems. Developers can deploy the backplane in its entirety
or in part by working with Elma to identify your optimal configuration.

Elma Electronic
www.elma.com

www.embedded-computing.com



FEATURES
ĄĄ Slot profiles in accordance with the basic design principles as defined

ĄĄ
ĄĄ
ĄĄ
ĄĄ
ĄĄ
ĄĄ

in MOSA, VICTORY, MORA, VITA 49, VITA 65, HOST, FACE, SOSA and
RedHawk Linux
Supports IEEE 1588 precision timing protocol with a radial clock card
slot and seven supporting slots
Supports 1000BASE-BX, 1000BASE-KX, 10GBASE-KX4,
10GBASEKR, or 40GBASE-KR4 connectivity
Supports 10GBase-KR UTP data & control plane connections
Rear transition module slots
Slots 13 and 14 for two VITA 62 power supplies. Cabled, chassis
mount PSU may also be used.
RF modules addressing C4ISR/EW CMOSS standards

sales@elma.com

embedded-computing.com/p374250

 216-760-9909
Made in the USa
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Opal Kelly
ZEM5305
The ZEM5305 packs an Altera Cyclone V FPGA, 512 MiB DDR3
SDRAM, and Opal Kelly’s FrontPanel SDK with SuperSpeed
USB 3.0 host interface into a compact, low-power, low-cost
integration solution. Designed without switching power supplies, the ZEM5305 is a production-ready module intended for
turnkey low- to medium-volume production where EMI and
noise may be a concern.
Celebrating over 10 years of USB FPGA connectivity, Opal Kelly’s
Front-Panel SDK fully supports the ZEM5305 for real-world
transfer rates in excess of 340 MiB/s. FrontPanel includes a
multi-platform (Windows, Mac, Linux) API, binary firmware
for the on-board Cypress FX3 USB controller, and atomic HDL
modules to integrate into your design. FrontPanel is the
industry’s most full-featured, high-performance, turnkey
solution for professional grade USB connectivity.

Opal Kelly Incorporated
www.opalkelly.com



FEATURES
Altera Cyclone V FPGA (5CEFA2U19)
ĄĄ Compact Type-B connector
ĄĄ 512 MiB DDR3 SDRAM, 16 MiB SPI Flash
ĄĄ Two Samtec BSE-040 expansion connectors
ĄĄ 94 user I/O available, Access to 3 VCCO bank voltages
ĄĄ 100 MHz low-jitter clock oscillator
ĄĄ Smaller than a credit card at 64mm x 42mm x 6.81mm
ĄĄ

embedded-computing.com/p373669

sales@opalkelly.com

 217-391-3724

 www.linkedin.com/company/opal-kelly-incorporated

 @opalkelly
Hardware

Opal Kelly
ZEM5310
Integrate a high-gate count FPGA into your product design with
the ZEM5310. Featuring the Altera Cyclone V E FPGA and Opal
Kelly’s FrontPanel SDK with SuperSpeed USB 3.0 capability, the
ZEM5310 offers high performance in a small form factor for
easy integration into your product. Excellent candidate applications include: custom test equipment, product evaluation
platforms, high-speed data acquisition, and image capture and
processing.
As the industry’s most full-featured, high-performance turnkey
solution for professional-grade USB connectivity, Opal Kelly’s
FrontPanel SDK fully supports the ZEM5310 for real-world
transfer rates in excess of 340 MiB/s. The software includes a
multi-platform (Windows, Mac, & Linux) API, binary firmware
for the on-board Cypress FX3 USB controller, and atomic HDL
modules to integrate into your design.

Opal Kelly Incorporated
www.opalkelly.com
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FEATURES
ĄĄ Altera Cyclone V E (5CEFA4F23C7N)
ĄĄ 512-MiByte DDR3, 2x 16-MiB serial flash
ĄĄ Small form factor at 75mm x 50mm x 15.88mm (2.95" x 1.97"

x 0.63")

ĄĄ 106 user I/O, including 2 CLKOUT and 4 CLK
ĄĄ Self-powered by external DC source
ĄĄ Low-jitter 100 MHz clock oscillator
ĄĄ Two 80-pin 0.8mm Samtec board-to-board connectors (BSE-040)
ĄĄ Complete Application Programmer's Interface (API) in C, C++, C#,

Ruby, Python, and Java

sales@opalkelly.com

embedded-computing.com/p374290

 217-391-3724

 www.linkedin.com/company/opal-kelly-incorporated
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Opal Kelly
XEM7310
Reduce time and effort on product development by integrating the
XEM7310 into your next design. A production-ready module with
a highly-capable Xilinx Artix-7 FPGA, 1 GiByte DDR3 SDRAM, and
SuperSpeed USB3.0 host interface utilizing Opal Kelly’s FrontPanel
SDK, the XEM7310 offers a small form factor for easy integration
with your product. With ample logic resources, 126 user I/O, and
two 80-pin Samtec connectors for high-performance peripheral
connectivity, this module is well-suited to applications including
ASIC/hardware-based simulation and verification, image capture and
processing, cryptography, data security, and bioinformatics.
Celebrating over 10 years of USB FPGA connectivity, Opal Kelly’s
Front-Panel SDK fully supports the XEM7310 for real-world transfer
rates in excess of 340 MiB/s. FrontPanel includes a multi-platform
(Windows, Mac, Linux) API, binary firmware for the on-board Cypress
FX3 USB controller, and atomic HDL modules to integrate into
your design. FrontPanel is the industry’s most full-featured, highperformance, turnkey solution for professional grade USB connectivity.

Opal Kelly Incorporated



FEATURES
ĄĄ Xilinx Artix-7 (A75 and A200 densities available)
ĄĄ 1-GiByte DDR3 SDRAM, 2x 16-MiB serial flash
ĄĄ 126 user I/O including 4 MRCC pairs, 4 SRCC pairs, and 1 XADC pair
ĄĄ Self-powered by external DC source
ĄĄ Low-jitter 200 MHz clock oscillator
ĄĄ Two 80-pin 0.8mm Samtec board-to-board connectors (BSE-040)
ĄĄ Small form-factor (smaller than a credit card) at 75mm x 50mm x

15.8mm (2.95" x 1.97" x 0.62")

ĄĄ Complete Application Programmer's Interface (API) in C, C++, C#,

Ruby, Python, and Java

embedded-computing.com/p374291

sales@opalkelly.com

 217-391-3724

 www.linkedin.com/company/opal-kelly-incorporated

www.opalkelly.com

 @opalkelly
Industrial

COM Express Vision PC – Your choices. Our expertise.
Active Silicon designs and manufactures custom embedded systems, that
will remain fit, form and function identical for many years. We can integrate
any type of video acquisition along with all the standard interfaces such as
USB3, HDMI, GigE, eSATA etc. plus expansion options using PCI/104 Express.
The COM Express architecture is ideally suited to rugged applications and is
designed with reliability and long product life in mind. The mezzanine standard allows a wide variety of third party processor modules to be fitted to a
custom carrier card and the processor module can be replaced, while keeping key functionality identical. Supported operating systems include Windows
Embedded, Linux, and QNX.
Our COM Express products are often used in markets with regulatory control
and a need for high reliability as is the case for complex medical machines,
or in machine vision in pharmaceutical packaging, quality control and food
processing. They are also successfully applied in extremely rugged military
and traffic applications.

Active Silicon, Ltd.

www.activesilicon.com
www.embedded-computing.com



FEATURES
COM Express based embedded PC
ĄĄ Custom carrier card to suit the application
ĄĄ Camera Link, CoaXPress and 3G-SDI
ĄĄ USB3, HDMI, GigE, eSATA
ĄĄ PCI/104 Express expansion capability
ĄĄ Stable product supply
ĄĄ Rugged and highly reliable
ĄĄ

sales@activesilicon.com

embedded-computing.com.com/p374249

 www.linkedin.com/company/active-silicon

 +44 (0) 1753 650 600

 @ActiveSilicon
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FEATURES
ĄĄ Latest Intel® Atom™, Celeron® and Pentium® processors based

on the highly optimized new 14nm micro-architecture.

ĄĄ All form factors host the high-performance Intel® Gen9 graphics

New industrial family
Introducing low-power Intel® Atom™, Celeron® and Pentium® processors
(Codename Apollo Lake) on six different form factors: Mini-ITX motherboards and Pico-ITX single board computers as well as COM Express
Compact, COM Express Mini, Qseven and SMARC 2.0 Computer-onModules. What makes this processor so attractive for design-in on so
many different form factors?

A quick overview
The new low-power processors from Intel® offer significantly higher performance at lower power consumption with massively improved graphics
capabilities. Designers across the broad spectrum of embedded markets
will find essential value in the improved performance-per-watt at a power
envelope of only 6 to 12 watt. Additionally, new graphics capabilities are
fueled by the powerful Intel® Gen 9 graphics engine, which was previously
only available at the high-end level of Intel® Core™ processors. Extended
temperature support, accommodating
ambient temperatures ranging from
-40° C to +85° C, as well as comprehensive real-time capabilities rounds
out the feature set. All this makes the
new low-power processor generation
very attractive, blending performance,
price and embedded longevity.

which provides up to 18 execution units and supports up to
4k decode and encode capabilities for HEVC4, H.264, VP8, SVC
and MVC.

ĄĄ Support up to three 4K displays with resolutions up to

4096 x 2160 @ 60 Hz.

ĄĄ The 14 nm BGA (Ball Grid Array) package now has 1296 pins,

or 10% more as compared to the 1170 pins of its predecessors.
As a result, the new processors’ BGA options have a 10% larger
footprint, measuring 31x24 mm or 744 mm² compared to earlier
processors measuring 25 x 27 mm or 675 mm².

ĄĄ The battery life is expected to last approximately 15% longer over

earlier processor generations.

ĄĄ Industrial-grade temperature variants available.
ĄĄ According to the demands in the embedded markets, these

processor families also offer long-term availability of 7 years.

Which form factor fits best?
The broad spectrum of possible applications calls for a corresponding array
of dedicated OEM system designs. This
is congatec’s strongest value proposition, offering OEMs every advantage in
simplifying the use of new Intel® Atom™,
Celeron® and Pentium® processor technology – from six different standard form factors on boards and modules,
to original design and manufacturing (ODM) services for PCBs and OEM
system designs.

Mini ITX and Pico ITX
With Mini ITX and Pico ITX boards, engineers have a range of attractive
options – including long-term available, industrial-grade motherboards
and single board computers that fit perfectly into any standard system
design that doesn’t require a dedicated PCB for a customized feature
set. These boards are application-ready for immediate use, however if
you are facing any BSP or driver challenges, congatec’s personal support
is there to help. IoT engineers can also capitalize on the support of SIM
cards offered by congatec’s Mini ITX motherboards. The Pico-ITX option
offers excellent flexibility with a wide range of interfaces in a very small
footprint.

Computer-on-Modules
For applications that require a dedicated carrier board for customized interfaces, engineers can choose a preferred module from
congatec’s broad portfolio of COM Express, Qseven and SMARC 2.0
Computer-on-Modules. Optionally, congatec also provides dedicated
carrier board designs for these modules. congatec is open to any
type of design cooperation, and engineers are completely free to
decide whether carrier board design is the OEM’s core competence
or whether resources are better used by outsourcing.

embedded-computing.com/p374035

congatec



www.congatec.us
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Small Form Factor Embedded Computing Solutions
DFI Tech provides a wide range of Small Form Factor (SFF)
embedded computers for Industrial, Medical, Mil/Aero,
Energy, Infotainment/Gaming, Transportation, and other
applications. Our rugged, fanless computers feature various
configurations of Intel® Atom™ and ARM™ Processors. For
advanced requirements, the air-cooled compact computers
feature Intel Core i3/i5/i7 with PCIe expansion, graphics/
video, networking, optical and HDD drive options, and a
wealth of I/O options.

Call DFI Tech to discuss your application today!

800-909-4334

FEATURES
ĄĄ

Standard and modified-standard SFF computing designs

ĄĄ

Wide selection of Atom, ARM, and Core i processor options

ĄĄ

Fanless, conduction-cooled configurations available

ĄĄ

Ruggedized versions for shock/vibration

ĄĄ

Wide range of expansion, I/O, and drive options

ĄĄ

Multiple temperature ranges available
embedded-computing.com/p374026

DFI Tech • Sacramento, CA
www.dfitech.com





sales.inquiry@dfitech.com
@dfitech

 800-909-4334
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PPC-E7-3354 ARM 7" Open Frame Panel PC
Designed and manufactured in the USA, the PPC-E7-3354 is
a compact, low power consumption ARM panel PC with a 7"
WVGA (800 x 480) color TFT LCD and resistive touch screen. The
PPC-E7-3354 comes with EMAC’s embedded Linux distribution
installed and fully configured on the onboard flash disk. This
allows a software engineer to concentrate on writing applications
without worrying about hardware configuration and setup.
The PPC-E7-3354 utilizes a System on Module for the processing
core. This allows the user to easily upgrade the core of the system
when more memory, storage, or processing power is required.
Typical power consumption is 6W and the LED backlight can
be shut off. It has a wide voltage input of 12-28V. Onboard WiFi
and optional Bluetooth can be added to the USB connections.
Qty. 1 price is $550. Contact EMAC for OEM & Distributor Pricing.

EMAC, Inc.

FEATURES
ĄĄ Texas Instruments AM3354 ARM Cortex A8 1GHz processor
ĄĄ 7" WVGA (800 x 480) resolution color TFT LCD touch screen
ĄĄ 512MB DDR3L SDRAM, 16MB serial data flash, 4GB eMMC

flash, Micro-SD flash card socket
ĄĄ 16x GPIO Lines, 1xSPI, 1x I2C, 1x CAN, 1x I2S audio port with
stereo line-in/out
ĄĄ 1x 10/100 BaseT ethernet with on-board PHY, 3x RS232 &
1x RS232/422/485 port, 2x USB 2.0 host ports, 1x USB 2.0
OTG port (host/device)
ĄĄ Wireless 802.11 b/g/n; Bluegiga [WF111-E], Bluetooth optional



www.emacinc.com/products/panel_pcs_and_lcds/PPC-E7-3354
www.embedded-computing.com

embedded-computing.com/p374237

info@emacinc.com

 618-529-4525

 www.linkedin.com/company-beta/3549883/
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Subrack InterProtect® – Maximum protection
up to IP66

FEATURES

Intermas develops electronic enclosure systems:

ĄĄ InterProtect® – protection up to IP66 by ingenious and unique construc-

Cabinets, housings, subracks, and an extensive range of accessories
for the 19" rack systems and small form factors used in the fields of
PCI, VME/VME64x, cPCI, IEEE, and communication applications with
state-of-the-art EMI- and RFI-shielded protection.

ĄĄ InterProtect® is well suited for tough environments such as tropical

Intermas has an extensive product range of more than 10,000
separate components and more than 30 years of experience.

tion with sealing that strictly complies to all 19 inch system dimensions.

ĄĄ
ĄĄ
ĄĄ
ĄĄ

ĄĄ

Go to

regions where humidity up to 100% or in deserts with sandstorms.
For use in railways, defense, and naval applications as well as all other
applications requiring special protection of electronics.
Robust shock and vibration resistance in accordance railway and military
standards up to 20g/200 ms.
Heat generation can be dissipated through integrated heat sinks in the
top and bottom modules.
Standard subrack has an overall depth of 295.4 mm and is designed for
PCB depths 160, 220 and 240 mm and typical 19 inch width (84 HP).
Special widths can be produced easily.
Subrack is hermetically sealed with a special conductive silicone sealing.
Therefore, an optimal EMV/ESD-protection is provided.

www.Intermas-US.com
for our new catalog.

InterShell IP – Maximum protection for your
electronics with IP65 enclosure
With the InterShell IP, Intermas expands its small casing series for
euroboard formats and customer-specific electronics applications.
The casing is not only suited as tabletop housing for measuring and
testing devices or as small casing for other applications. Also, the
robustness and tightness serves as a perfect solution for portable
outdoor applications. The design with specific conductible silicone
sealings ensures an optimal EMV-protection.
Both types are available in the nominal depths of 150, 200 and
250 mm. In addition to optimal functionality, the development of the
casings was done by giving highest importance to a cost-efficient
design with a maximum degree of flexibility. The sophisticated basic
structure consists of an aluminum extruded sheath which is used in
type 1 as upper- and lower-part respectfully in type 2 (3U, 42HP)
as side panel. By using plugged-in side panels as top/bottom cover
plates, the standard dimensions of the casing can easily and economically be adapted to customer-specific dimensions.

FEATURES
ĄĄ InterShell IP is a new aluminum housing enclosure with ingress

protection up to IP65.

ĄĄ Small case series for euroboard formats and customer-specific

electronics applications.

ĄĄ Robustness and tightness serves as a perfect solution for portable

outdoor applications.

ĄĄ Well suited as tabletop housing for measuring- and testing devices or

other applications.

ĄĄ Designed with specific conductible silicone sealings ensures an optimal

EMV-protection.

ĄĄ Color options are unlimited and customer-specific print is possible.
ĄĄ Multiple accessories like handles, wall-or bottom-fastening angles,

and stands with or without tip-up hinged feet are available.

ĄĄ InterShell IP is available in two standard dimensions (h/w/d) as well

as customized formats:
• 81.8 H x 145 W x D [mm]
• 145 H x 229.2 W x D [mm] (3U, 42HP)
• Nominal depths (D) of 150, 200, and 250 mm

Intermas US, LLC

www.Intermas-US.com
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A FINE TECHNOLOGY GROUP

cPCI, PXI, VME, Custom Packaging Solutions
VME and VME64x, CompactPCI, or PXI chassis are available in
many configurations from 1U to 12U, 2 to 21 slots, with many
power options up to 1,200 watts. Dual hot-swap is available in
AC or DC versions. We have in-house design, manufacturing
capabilities, and in-process controls. All Vector chassis and
backplanes are manufactured in the USA and are available with
custom modifications and the shortest lead times in the industry.
Series 2370 chassis offer the lowest profile per slot. Cards are
inserted horizontally from the front, and 80mm rear I/O backplane
slot configuration is also available. Chassis are available from 1U,
2 slots up to 7U, 12 slots for VME, CompactPCI, or PXI. All chassis
are IEEE 1101.10/11 compliant with hot-swap, plug-in AC or DC
power options.

FEATURES
ĄĄ

Made in the USA

Our Series 400 enclosures feature side-filtered air intake and rear
exhaust for up to 21 vertical cards. Options include hot-swap,
plug-in AC or DC power, and system voltage/temperature monitor.
Embedded power supplies are available up to 1,200 watts.

ĄĄ

Most rack accessories ship from stock

Series 790 is MIL-STD-461D/E compliant and certified, economical, and lighter weight than most enclosures available today. It is
available in 3U, 4U, and 5U models up to 7 horizontal slots.

ĄĄ

Card sizes from 3U x 160mm to 9U x 400mm

ĄĄ

System monitoring option (CMM)

All Vector chassis are available for custom modification in the
shortest time frame. Many factory paint colors are available and
can be specified with Federal Standard or RAL numbers.

ĄĄ

AC or DC power input

ĄĄ

Power options up to 1,200 watts

For more detailed product information,
please visit www.vectorelect.com

ĄĄ

Modified ‘standards’ and customization are our
specialty

VISIT OUR NEW
WEBSITE!
WWW.VECTORELECT.COM

or call 1-800-423-5659
and discuss your application
with a Vector representative.

Made in the USA
Since 1947

embedded-computing.com/p371649

Vector Electronics & Technology, Inc.
www.vectorelect.com

www.embedded-computing.com

 inquire@vectorelect.com
 800-423-5659
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ZINC19 2U/4U Scalable Rack mount systems
Based on the Intel® C236 chipset, the Kontron ZINC19 2U/4U
rack mount systems supports Intel® Core™ and Intel® Xeon®
processors, making it a perfect fit for complex control and
computing tasks. Demanding graphics and image processing
applications are made possible by a number of optional highperformance graphics cards. The system is specifically designed
for continuous operation in rough industrial environments
and can withstand exposure to extended shock, vibration and
temperature levels.
The ZINC19 series can be customized extensively to meet individual customer needs thanks to their modular structure and
numerous expansion slots.

For more information:
www2.kontron.com/l/10142/2017-06-22/5x57bj

Kontron



FEATURES
ĄĄ

ĄĄ

Industrial grade for challenging environments: robust, reliable
and sustainable
High processing capability with Intel® 6th Gen Core™ i3/5/7
or Xeon® E3

ĄĄ

Low noise level

ĄĄ

Modular concept for easy customization
embedded-computing.com/p374292

sales@kontron.com

 www.linkedin.com/company/164627

www.kontron.com

 1-888-294-4558
twitter.com/Kontron
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USB3-104-HUB – Rugged, Industrial Grade,
4-Port USB 3.1 Hub
Designed for the harshest environments, this small industrial/military
grade 4-port USB 3.1 hub features extended temperature operation (-40°C to +85°C), locking USB and power connections, and an
industrial steel enclosure for shock and vibration mitigation. The OEM
version (board only) is PC/104-sized and can easily be installed in
new or existing PC/104-based systems as well. The USB3-104-HUB
makes it easy to add USB-based I/O to your embedded system or
to connect peripherals such as external hard drives, keyboards, GPS,
wireless, and more. Real-world markets include Industrial Automation, Security, Embedded OEM, Laboratory, Kiosk, Military/Mission
Critical, Government, and Transportation/Automotive.
This versatile four-port hub can be bus powered or self (externally)
powered. You may choose from two power inputs (power jack and
terminal block) to provide a full 900mA source at 5V on each of the
downstream ports. Additionally, a wide-input power option exists to
accept from 7VDC to 28VDC. All type A and type B USB connections
feature a locking, high-retention design.

ACCES I/O Products, Inc.
www.accesio.com
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FEATURES
ĄĄ Rugged, industrialized, four-port USB 3.1 hub
ĄĄ USB 3.1 Gen 1 with data transfers up to 5Gbps (USB 2.0 and 1.1 compatible)
ĄĄ Extended temperature (-40°C to +85°C) for industrial/military grade
applications
ĄĄ Locking upstream, downstream, and power connectors prevent
accidental disconnects
ĄĄ SuperSpeed (5Gbps), Hi-speed (480Mbps), Full-speed (12Mbps), and
Low-speed (1.5Mbps) transfers supported
ĄĄ Supports bus-powered and self-powered modes, accessible via
DC power input jack or screw terminals
ĄĄ LED for power, and per-port RGB LEDs to indicate overcurrent fault,
High-Speed, and SuperSpeed
ĄĄ Wide input external power option accepts from 7-28VDC
ĄĄ OEM version (board only) features PC/104 module size and mounting
compatibility

contactus@accesio.com

 linkedin.com/company/acces-i-o-products-inc.
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 858-550-9559
twitter.com/accesio
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mPCIe-ICM Family PCI Express Mini Cards
The mPCIe-ICM Series isolated serial communication cards measure just 30 x 51
mm and feature a selection of 4 or 2 ports of isolated RS232/422/485 serial
communications. 1.5kV isolation is provided port-to-computer and 500V isolation
port-to-port on ALL signals at the I/O connectors. The mPCIe-ICM cards have been
designed for use in harsh and rugged environments such as military and defense
along with applications such as health and medical, point of sale systems, kiosk
design, retail, hospitality, automation, and gaming.
The RS232 ports provided by the card are 100% compatible with every other
industry-standard serial COM device, supporting TX, RX, RTS, and CTS. The card
provides ±15kV ESD protection on all signal pins to protect against costly damage to sensitive electronic devices due to electrostatic discharge. In addition, they
provide Tru-Iso™ port-to-port and port-to-PC isolation. The serial ports on the device
are accessed using a low-profile, latching, 5-pin Hirose connector. Optional breakout
cables are available, and bring each port connection to a panel-mountable DB9-M
with an industry compatible RS232 pin-out.
The mPCIe-ICM cards were designed using type 16C950 UARTS and use 128-byte
transmit/receive FIFO buffers to decrease CPU loading and protect against lost data
in multitasking systems. New systems can continue to interface with legacy serial
peripherals, yet benefit from the use of the high performance PCI Express bus. The
cards are fully software compatible with current PCI 16550 type UART applications
and allow for users to maintain backward compatibility.

ACCES I/O Products, Inc.



FEATURES
ĄĄ PCI Express Mini Card (mPCIe) type F1, with latching I/O connectors
ĄĄ 4 or 2-port mPCIe RS232/422/485 serial communication cards
ĄĄ Tru-Iso™ 1500V isolation port-to-computer and 500V isolation

port-to-port on ALL signals

ĄĄ High performance 16C950 class UARTs with 128-byte FIFO for each

TX and RX

ĄĄ Industrial operating temperature (-40°C to +85°C) and RoHS standard
ĄĄ Supports data communication rates as high as 3Mbps – 12MHz with
ĄĄ
ĄĄ
ĄĄ
ĄĄ

custom crystal
Custom baud rates easily configured
±15kV ESD protection on all signal pins
9-bit data mode fully supported
Supports CTS and RTS handshaking

embedded-computing.com/p372557

contactus@accesio.com

 linkedin.com/company/acces-i-o-products-inc.

www.accesio.com

 858-550-9559
twitter.com/accesio
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Digi ConnectCore® 6UL SBC Pro
ConnectCore 6UL SBC Pro delivers the ultimate connected
off-the-shelf NXP i.MX6UL single board computer with
complete capabilities and unparalleled design flexibility.
Its unique pre-certified wireless connectivity options offer
802.11a/b/g/n/ac Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 4.2, including Bluetooth Low Energy. Out-of-box cellular integration options
using the pre-certified Digi XBee® Cellular modem or third party
PCI Express Mini Card modem allows you to integrate cellular
connectivity without the usual cost and complexity.
Digi’s complete Linux support includes the built-in Digi TrustFence™ device security framework with support for secure
boot, encrypted filesystems, protected ports, and more.

Digi International
www.digi.com/sbc

www.embedded-computing.com



FEATURES
ĄĄ Powerful and flexible off-the-shelf solution in Pico-ITX form factor
ĄĄ Production-ready with minimal hardware design effort
ĄĄ Rugged design with industrial operating temperature range
ĄĄ Pre-certified dual-band 802.11ac Wi-Fi connectivity
ĄĄ Bluetooth 4.2, with Bluetooth Low Energy support
ĄĄ Out-of-box support for cellular connectivity
ĄĄ Complete Yocto Project Linux BSP with source code

aaron.mcnally@digi.com

 www.linkedin.com/company-beta/6245/

embedded-computing.com/p374260

 952-912-3444 or 877-912-3444

 @digidotcom
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C5 Embedded Computer
TM

Backed by proven Intel® architecture, Contec’s C5 Embedded
Computer is leading the way for a new class of connected
technology. Its modular design and flexibility provide a future
upgrade path for embedded solutions that necessitate I/O and
regulatory stability yet demand the latest in CPU performance.
Building on the native I/O capabilities of the Intel Compute
Card, the C5 adds M.2 and mini-PCIe expansion to deliver even
more robust I/O options. With its low power requirements
and broad range of supported wireless technologies, the C5
is well suited to meet the diverse needs of the growing IoT
device market.

Extremely Low Power Consumption
The combination of the Intel Compute Card with the lowpower design of the C5 I/O and high efficiency internal DC-DC
power supply results in a power consumption rating of only
12Watts (CPU at tDP, Wi-Fi at max power, keyboard/mouse,
no expansion cards). The power consumption can be locked
into lower power mode as required.
Configurable Expansion Slots
Three internal expansion slots can be customized to support
a wide range of application hardware interfaces. Industrial I/O
connections can be configured for PROFINET, EtherNet/IP,
EtherCAT, multiple Ethernet, RS-485, or CAN Bus connections. The I/O connection panel can be customized to support different connector requirements for add-in expansion
cards. Additional storage can be added to support mSATA SSD
devices or M.2 SSDs.
Remote Management and Field Service
Remote management of the system is supported by the
Intel® Core™ vPro™ processor native to the Intel® Compute Card.
Advanced status indicators enable non-technical staff to
quickly determine if the cause of a system failure is due to an
externally connected device or one of the major replacement
SKUs of the system. Field repairs can be as easy as swapping
out the Intel Compute Card, for computer function failures,
or the C5 I/O expansion carrier, for I/O interface or power
related failures.

Contec

www.C5compute.com
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FEATURES
ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

Modular Intel® Compute Card computing engine for
future upgradeability
7th Gen Intel® Core™ vPro™ processors for wide ranging
OS and application support
Long-life platform for solution stability in large field
deployments
Low power consumption for battery and remote IoT
edge computing
Highly expandable design with multiple mini-PCIe and
M.2 expansion card support
Wide range DC power input, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and SSD
storage capabilities
Supports a chain of trust including physical access that
allows application to authenticate any hardware and
software needed to operate
Cryptographic element enables a wide range of security
features even for systems that aren't connected to
the internet

Request a quote
on our website at
www.C5compute.com

embedded-computing.com/p374259

 888-285-0172
www.linkedin.com/company/contecdtx
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Digi ConnectCore 6UL SBC Pro
TDigi is excited to bring together the power and flexibility of the Digi
XBee® ecosystem with the latest 4G cellular technology, with the new
Digi XBee Cellular embedded modem. This solution enables OEMs to
quickly integrate cutting edge 4G cellular technology into their devices
and applications without dealing with the painful, time-consuming,
expensive FCC and carrier end-device certifications. A bundled data
plan will be included with every development kit with 6 months
of free data, with the Digi XBee fully pre-provisioned and ready to
communicate over the cellular network right out of the box.
With the full suite of standard Digi XBee API frames and AT
commands, existing Digi XBee customers can seamlessly transition
to this new modem with only minor software adjustments. When
OEMs add the Digi XBee Cellular modem to their design, they create
a future-proof design with flexibility to switch between wireless
protocols or frequencies as needed, ideal for any business with an
agile roadmap.

FEATURES
ĄĄ Convenient Digi data plans available for Digi XBee Cellular
ĄĄ FCC certified and Carrier End-device certified
ĄĄ Authentic 20-pin Digi XBee® TH form factor; Smallest end-device

certified cellular modem

ĄĄ Digi XBee Transparent and API modes simplify s/w design
ĄĄ Integrated MicroPython programmability enables custom scripting

directly on the modem

ĄĄ OTA firmware updates
ĄĄ Enhanced with Digi TrustFence™ security framework

Digi Data Plans are now available – starting as low as $2.80/month!

Digi International
www.digi.com



embedded-computing.com/p374260

aaron.mcnally@digi.com

 www.linkedin.com/company-beta/6245/

 952-912-3444 or 877-912-3444

 @digidotcom
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SoM-iMX6U Ultra Low Power SoM
Designed and manufactured in the USA, the SoM-iMX6U is an
ultra low power System on Module (SoM) designed to plug into
an EMAC carrier board that contains all the connectors and I/O
required for a system. The recommended development/carrier
board for the SoM-iMX6U is the SoM-150. A SoM is a small
embedded module that contains the core of a microprocessor
system.
The SoM-iMX6U is based on an industrial temperature,
Freescale/NXP i.MX6 UltraLite Cortex A7 528 MHz processor with
512MB of LP DDR2 RAM, 4GB eMMC Flash and 16MB of serial
data flash, which allows it to run the Linux operating system. The
module has APM sleep mode of 3.5mA, 1x 10/100 BaseT ethernet,
5x serial ports, 2x USB 2.0 ports, and 22x GPIO (3.3V) lines.
Qty. 1 price is $150. Contact EMAC for OEM & Distributor Pricing.

EMAC, Inc.

FEATURES
ĄĄ Freescale/NXP i.MX6 UltraLite Cortex A7 528MHz processor
ĄĄ 512MB of LP DDR2 RAM, 4GB eMMC flash and 16MB of

serial data flash, 1x SDIO SD flash interface

ĄĄ 22x GPIO (3.3V) lines, 1x I2S, 1x SPI, 1x I2C, 1x CAN ports,

2x timer/counters/PWM channels, internal real-time clock/
calendar with external battery backup
ĄĄ 1x 10/100 BaseT ethernet, 5x serial ports, 1x USB 2.0 high
speed host port, 1x USB 2.0 high speed OTG port (host/
device)
ĄĄ Industrial temperature -40° to +85° C



www.emacinc.com/products/system_on_module/SoM-iMX6U
www.embedded-computing.com

embedded-computing.com/p374236

info@emacinc.com

 618-529-4525

 www.linkedin.com/company-beta/3549883/
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IoT Security
Trust and the Insecure IoT and Embedded Systems
Devices, data and networks in the IoT and embedded systems are
prime targets for attacks, but security traditionally has been an
afterthought – or assumed to be handled by another aspect of the
ecosystem.
TCG industry standards, widely deployed in billions of enterprise
PCs, servers, networking equipment, office equipment, ATMs, kiosks
and more, can be used to protect the IoT and embedded systems –
including smart buildings, automobiles, industrial systems and more.

FEATURES
ĄĄ

Hardware root of trust for security

ĄĄ

Encryption

ĄĄ

Attestation

ĄĄ

Data protection

ĄĄ

Secure communications

ĄĄ

Health checks

ĄĄ

Integrity assurance

These standards provide a root of trust. The TPM ensures only
authorized parties gain access to critical system elements. TPM
also protects against malware and allows for remote attestation –
critical to today’s IoT environments.
The TPM supports varying levels of implementation for IoT and
embedded systems. An auto-specific version has been developed by
TCG, which can enable secure remote updates such as those required
in many recalls.
TCG standards also enable strong hardware data encryption and
secure communications among systems, the cloud and sensors. TCG
also offers a path for enabling more secure legacy systems, including
industrial networks.

Learn how to use these in your products at
trustedcomputinggroup.org/securing-insecure-iot/

embedded-computing.com/p374256

Trusted Computing Group

trustedcomputinggroup.org/securing-insecure-iot/
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press@trustedcomputinggroup.org
www.linkedin.com/groups/4555624
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@TrustedComputin
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9303 Series
The connectors are ideal for robust power connections to
embedded AC/DC power supplies or for board-to-board connections in servers, storage enclosures and communications
equipment.
Originally developed to enable the implementation of Server
System Infrastructure, Standards for Distributed Power
Supplies, Mid-range Power Supplies, High End Power Supplies,
9303 connectors are also available in wide variety of other
configurations with either solder or press-fit board termination. The connectors can also be customized to address
unique application requirements.

FEATURES

In addition to Oupiin’s 9303 65A connector family we offer
various power solutions from 12amp to 150amp in various forms of Power and Signal Edge Card, Power Edge Card,
Power Edge Card mixing AC & DC, MAX P60 Low Profile, High
Flow Power & Signal and Bus Bar. We also provide customized power distribution solutions to integrate connector,
PCB and bus bar technologies.

ĄĄ

High Power Connector 65A

ĄĄ

Signal + Power Blade Style Contact

ĄĄ

Offers solutions for power supplies and host-to-card
interface.

ĄĄ

Keyed to eliminate misalignment

ĄĄ

Open blade design for greater heat dissipation

ĄĄ

Can be used for both AC and DC power

Your custom applications are always welcome.

ĄĄ

65A per power contact 2.5A per Signal pin

Contact us at www.oupiin.com

ĄĄ

Left & right guides for 4 direction blind mating

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

DC Power 6.35mm and 5.08mm pitch, AC Power
7.62mm Pitch
Very low power contact resistance 0.70mΩ to minimize
heat
Single blade with multiple points of contact for stable
and secure mating
Combine power & signal to increase flexibility and
versatility in use for customers’ designs.
Compatible with existing designs
embedded-computing.com/p374289

OUPIIN America
www.oupiin.com

www.embedded-computing.com



sales@oupiin.com

 800-820-7446
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Rugged Air Transport Rack System
POLYRACK presents its ATR (Air Transport Rack) development
system. The rugged MIL ATR system is designed according to
ARINC 404A and has five 3U OPEN VPX slots. The rack conforms to VITA 65 and operates at a data transfer rate of up to
10Gbit/s. The dip brazed casing offers a completely sealed environment and assists by conducting the heat effectively away
from the board and power supply unit. Wedge locks secure the
board into the rack and supports thermal management. This
robust and customize-able system provides excellent performance with the highest level of protection against shock and
vibration, extreme operating temperatures, as well as dust and
liquids in accordance with IP67 and other rough conditions.

FEATURES
ĄĄ

ĄĄ

Standard Dimensions:
• Height: 193 mm
• Width: 124 mm
• Depth: 211 mm
Surface Finishing/Material:
• 6061-T651 Aluminium plates,
dip-brazed
embedded-computing.com/p374288
 polyrack_us@polyrack.com
 401-770-1500 or +49 (0)7082 7919-0

POLYRACK NORTH AMERICA CORP
www.polyrack.us

Dev Tools and OSs

QP™ Reactive Platform
QP™ is a family of lightweight software frameworks and
supporting tools for deeply embedded, real-time and IoT
applications. QP™ provides a modern, reusable architecture,
which combines the active-object (actor) model of concurrency
with hierarchical state machines.
This reactive architecture is generally safer and more extensible
than shared-state concurrency of a conventional RTOS. It also
provides higher level of abstraction and the right abstractions
to effectively apply graphical modeling and code generation
to deeply embedded systems.
QP™ contains a selection of built-in real-time kernels, such as
cooperative QV, preemptive non-blocking QK and preemptive
dual-mode QXK kernel. The kernels run on ARM Cortex-M as
well as MSP430 CPUs. The frameworks can also run on top of
conventional RTOS.

Quantum Leaps, LLC

www.state-machine.com
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FEATURES
ĄĄ
ĄĄ

ĄĄ

Modern, reusable architecture based on active objects (actors)
and hierarchical state machines
Free, graphical QM™ modeling tool for designing UML statecharts and automatic code generation based on QP™
frameworks
Powerful QP/Spy™ software tracing system for live monitoring,
testing and debugging

ĄĄ

QUTest™ unit testing harness for TDD

ĄĄ

MISRA-C (QP/C) and MISRA-C++ (QP/C++) compliant

info@state-machine.com

 www.linkedin.com/company/quantum-leaps
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 919-360-5668
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SAFERTOS®
SAFERTOS® is a pre-certified, pre-emptive, safety critical Real-Time Operating
System (RTOS) that delivers determinism and robustness to embedded
systems, whilst using minimum resources.
SAFERTOS is delivered for a specific processor/compiler combination. By
following the clear, concise instructions within the Safety Manual, the
integrity of SAFERTOS can be preserved whilst it’s installed and integrated
into a development environment. This removes the need for retesting on
the target hardware, and certification as part of a product becomes very
straightforward.

FEATURES
ĄĄ Pre-certified to IEC 61508 SIL3 and ISO 26262 ASILD by TÜV SÜD
ĄĄ Supplied as source code with a full Design Assurance Pack

SAFERTOS includes features supporting the development of safety critical
products such as Task Isolation and Separation functionality, and intrinsic
self-verification routines. With an imperceptible boot time, SAFERTOS is
an ideal choice in systems that need to protect users and equipment from
hazards quickly after a power on or brown out event.

ĄĄ Intrinsic self-verification routines

SAFERTOS supports IEC 62304 Class C and FDA 510(K) submissions for
medical devices, IEC 61508 SIL 3 for industrial devices, ISO 26262 ASIL D for
automotive and EN50128 SIL 4 for rail. SAFERTOS is available pre-certified
by TÜV SÜD.

ĄĄ Supports wide range of popular microprocessors, and all popular

WITTENSTEIN high integrity systems
www.HighIntegritySystems.com



ĄĄ MPU support as standard
ĄĄ Migration path from FreeRTOS
ĄĄ MISRA C compliant

development tools

embedded-computing.com/p373531

Sales@HighIntegritySystems.com

 +44 1275 395 600

 WITTENSTEIN high integrity systems



@WITTENSTEIN_HIS

Processing

100Gb COTS EcoSystem for 6U & 3U OpenVPX
Annapolis Micro Systems is designing a breakthrough 100Gb COTS
EcoSystem for delivery starting in Q4 2017. The Wild100™ EcoSystem builds on Annapolis' proven Wild40™ EcoSystem, an integrated
and agile FPGA system architecture that revolutionizes high-end
data acquisition, processing, and storage.
The new Wild100 EcoSystem features:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Higher ADC/DAC bandwidths (10+ GSps)
Superior ADC/DAC density (1,000s of coherent channels
per system)
100Gb backplane, switches, and FPGA processing boards
Storage capacity up to 34 TB and 10-14 GB/s bandwidth,
per 6U slot
Blind mate optical and/or RF connections (VITA 66/67),
for systems that are easier to field and maintain

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.
www.annapmicro.com

www.embedded-computing.com

Wild100 Maintains Best Features of Wild40:
• Compact, rugged, and thermally-controlled
• Hot swappable
• Secure
• Includes Open Project Builder™ – VHDL or GUI-based
What Can 100Gb Do for You?
Contact us now to have a FAE look at your application. This
breakthrough super-high-performance EcoSystem is close to
deployment!
embedded-computing.com/p374296

wfinfo@annapmicro.com
 410-841-2514
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MCP37210-200 and MCP37D10-200
The MCP37210-200 is a single-channel 200 Msps 12-bit pipelined
ADC, with built-in high-order digital decimation filters, Noise-Shaping
Requantizer (NSR), gain and offset adjustment.
The MCP37D10-200 is also a single-channel 200 Msps 12-bit pipelined ADC, with built-in digital down-conversion in addition to the
features offered by the MCP37210-200.
Both devices feature harmonic distortion correction and DAC noise
cancellation that enables high performance specifications with SNR of
67 dBFS (typical) and SFDR of 96 dBc (typical). The output decimation filter option improves SNR performance up to 73.5 dBFS with the
64x decimation setting.
The NSR feature reshapes the quantization noise level so that most of
the noise power is pushed outside the frequency band of interest. As a
result, SNR is improved within a selected frequency band of interest,
while SFDR is not affected.
The digital down-conversion option in the MCP37D10-200 can be
utilized with the decimation and quadrature output (I and Q data)
options, and offers great flexibility in various digital communication
system designs, including cellular base-stations and narrow-band
communication systems.
These A/D converters exhibit industry-leading low-power performance
with only 338 mW operation, while using the LVDS output interface
at 200 Msps. This superior low-power operation, coupled with high
dynamic performance, makes these devices ideal for portable highfrequency instrumentation, sonar, radar, and high-speed data acquisition systems.
These devices also include various features designed to maximize
flexibility in the user’s applications and minimize system cost, such as
a programmable PLL clock, output data rate control and phase alignment, and programmable digital pattern generation. The device’s
operational modes and feature sets are configured by setting up the
user-programmable internal registers.
These ADCs sample the analog input on the rising edge of the clock.
The digital output code is available after 23 clock cycles of data latency.
Latency will increase if any of the digital signal post-processing (DSPP)
options are enabled.
The differential full-scale analog input range is programmable up to
1.8 VP-P. The ADC output data can be coded in two's complement
or offset binary representation, with or without the data randomizer option. The output data is available with a full-rate CMOS or
Double-Data-Rate (DDR) LVDS interface.
These devices are available in Pb-free VTLA-124 and TFBGA-121
packages, and operate over the commercial temperature range of
-40°C to +85°C.

Microchip Technology Inc.
www.microchip.com/ADC
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FEATURES
ĄĄ
ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

Sample Rates: 200 Msps
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) with fIN = 15 MHz
and -1 dBFS: 67 dBFS (typical) at 200 Msps
Spurious-Free Dynamic Range (SFDR) with fIN = 15
MHz and -1 dBFS: 96 dBc (typical) at 200 Msps
Power Dissipation with LVDS Digital I/O:
337 mW at 200 Msps
Power Dissipation with CMOS Digital I/O:
304 mW at 200 Msps, output clock = 100 MHz
Power Dissipation Excluding Digital I/O:
256 mW at 200 Msps
Power-Saving Modes: 89 mW during Standby;
24 mW during Shutdown
Supply Voltage: Digital Section:
1.2V, 1.8V; Analog Section: 1.2V, 1.8V

ĄĄ

Selectable Full-Scale Input Range: up to 1.8 VP-P

ĄĄ

Analog Input Bandwidth: 650 MHz

ĄĄ

Output Interface: Parallel CMOS, DDR LVDS
embedded-computing.com/p374278

Contact Microchip: www.microchip.com/distributors/SalesHome.aspx
 480-792-7200
@MicrochipTech
www.linkedin.com/company/microchip-technology
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Data Storage Solution Offers Highest Density
When Storage capability is needed, Annapolis offers
the highest density OpenVPX storage solutions on the
market. Available in 6U and 3U form factors, the WILD
Data Storage Solution features a removable hot swappable canister with a connector rated for 10,000+
mating cycles. The WILD Solution comes with standard
images to support XAUI, 40GbE and AnnapMicro
Protocol (Annapolis low FPGA utilization, full flow
control protocol ideal for inter-FPGA communication).
The WILD Data Storage Solution is comprised of two
pieces fitting in a single 1" OpenVPX slot: the “Storage
Canister” and the “Storage Carrier” that plugs into the FEATURES
VPX backplane and holds the disk canister.
ĄĄ

ĄĄ

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our

ĄĄ

products and for our unparalleled dedication to

ĄĄ

ensuring that the customer’s applications succeed.
ĄĄ

We offer training and exceptional
special application development support,

ĄĄ

as well as more conventional support.

3U boards feature 8 TB (currently) or 16 TB (available in
late 2017) Storage Depth and 5-7 GB/s Bandwidth
6U boards feature 16 TB (currently) or 32 TB (available
in late 2017) Storage Depth and 10-14 GB/s Bandwidth
Backplane I/O using PCIe or 40Gb Ethernet
Scalable Depth and Bandwidth using multiple Storage
Cards
Hot Swappable Drive Canister with 10,000 Insertion
Cycles & Hot Swappable Carrier (exclusive to WILDSTAR
OpenVPX EcoSystem)
6U/3U OpenVPX (VITA 65) Compliant, 1" VITA 48.1
spacing

ĄĄ

Air Cooled or Conduction Cooled

ĄĄ

Proactive Thermal Management
embedded-computing.com/p372456

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.

www.annapmicro.com/product-category/storage-boards/
www.embedded-computing.com

 wfinfo@annapmicro.com
 410-841-2514
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MagicRAM NAND Flash Products

Embedded SSD

Founded in 1990, MagicRAM is a global provider of high
performance, high quality industrial and commercial grade
NAND flash products in a variety of form factors and capacities
for industrial and embedded applications.
MagicRAM Flash products are built with SLC, pSLC (Pseudo SLC),
MLC or TLC NAND Flash and are available in SATA, PATA, USB
& SD interfaces.
MagicRAM’s SLC NAND Flash products are an ideal solution
for mission critical applications such as military, industrial,
medical and telecom where high levels of reliability, durability
and wide operating temperature ranges are required.

Memory Cards

MagicRAM pSLC NAND Flash products have 10 times longer
life than MLC but offers much lower cost and higher capacity
than SLC.

FEATURES
ĄĄ

Built with SLC, pSLC, MLC or TLC NAND Flash

ĄĄ

Controlled BOM and long product life cycles

ĄĄ

Product Change Notification (PCN) Policy

ĄĄ

Power failure recovery

ĄĄ

S.M.A.R.T Disk Health Monitoring

ĄĄ

Secure Erase Technology

MagicRAM NAND Flash Products:

ĄĄ

AES Encryption

• SSD: 2.5"/1.8" SATA III SSD

ĄĄ

• Embedded SSD:
M.2 SATA, mSATA, mini mSATA, Slim SATA, SATA DOM, eUSB

ĄĄ

Hardware Write Protect Switch (selected models)

ĄĄ

Industrial temperature range (-40°C to 85°C)

MagicRAM SLC, pSLC and MLC NAND Flash products are available in industrial temperature range from -40°C to 85°C.
All MagicRAM Flash products implement ECC and advanced
wear-leveling and offers a wide range of features such as
power failure recovery, S.M.A.R.T based health monitoring, and
bad block management.

• Flash Memory Cards:
• CFast™, CompactFlash® (CF), USB Flash, SD & microSD

COB (Chip on Board) design (USB Flash,
SD & microSD)

• PC Card: ATA Flash
Services:
•
•
•
•
•

Product customization
Conformal coating
Custom parameters & Serialization
Custom labeling
Content preloading

SSD

Markets served:
• Defense/aerospace, industrial, medical, casino
gaming, networking/telecom, automotive

MagicRAM, Inc

www.magicram.com
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sales@magicram.com

 213-380-5555

www.embedded-computing.com

®

Solid State Storage and Memory

Industrial-Embedded Solid State Storage
and Memory
Virtium manufactures solid state storage and memory for the
world’s top industrial embedded OEM customers. We design,
build and support our products in the USA, and provide a
dedicated software team for custom storage solutions – all
fortified by a network of global locations.
Our mission is to develop the most reliable storage and
memory solutions with the greatest performance, consistency and longest product availability.
Industry Solutions include: Communications, Networking,
Energy, Transportation, Industrial Automation, Medical
and Video/Signage.
SSD Storage Products feature: SATA, PCIe, USB and legacy
CF and PATA solutions in all popular formats and capacities.

FEATURES
ĄĄ
ĄĄ

ĄĄ

SSD classes include:
ĄĄ

• Good (MLC) at *1X endurance – 3-year warranty
• Better (iMLC) at *7X endurance – 5-year warranty
• Best (SLC) at *30X endurance – 5-year warranty

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

* Endurance Baseline = one entire drive write per day (DWPD)
for the entire warranty period.

Virtium‘s new vtView SSD Software is tailored for the
industrial-embedded market and enables designers to
analyze, qualify and monitor SSDs to improve reliability
and longevity.
Memory Products feature: lowest profile in the market,
monolithic components, first-to-market highest capacity
Mini-DIMMs, 100% industrial-temperature-tested at -45
degrees to 85 degrees Centigrade; built with server-grade
components, conformal coating and under-filled heat sinks.

ĄĄ

ĄĄ
ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

In business nearly two decades.
100% focus and dedication for the industrial
embedded market.
Fully integrated hardware, firmware and software
supported by industry’s strongest application
engineering team.
Made in the USA following strict ISO processes.
Long and successful track record of servicing Tier-1
Industrial OEMs.
Leading innovator in small-form-factor, high-capacity,
high-density, high-reliability designs.
Broad product portfolio from latest technology to
legacy designs.
High service level unmatched by competition.
Strategic supply continuity through partnerships with
leading technology suppliers.
Long-term direct relationships with leading suppliers
ensure on-time priority allocations and longer
availability.
Worldwide Sales, FAE support and industry distribution.

embedded-computing.com/p373487

Virtium

www.virtium.com
www.embedded-computing.com





sales@virtium.com
www.linkedin.com/company/virtium

 949-888-2444
@virtium
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Wireless

WINC1500

FEATURES

Microchip’s WINC1500 is an IEEE 802.11 b/g/n Internet
of Things (IoT) module that is specifically optimized to help
you easily add Wi-Fi® to your low-power IoT applications. It
is the ideal add-on to existing microcontroller (MCU) solutions bringing Wi-Fi and network capabilities through UART or
SPI-to-Wi-Fi interfaces into embedded applications. To help
accelerate design development even more, Microchip offers the
WINC1500 as a single-chip module for fast integration. This
highly integrated module has a small form factor (21.7 × 14.7
× 2.1 mm) and is fully certified, saving considerable engineering time and certification costs.

ĄĄ

2.4 GHz IEEE 802.11 b/g/n IoT solution

ĄĄ

Ultra-low power (4 μA in Power Save Mode)

ĄĄ

Operating voltage: 3.0V to 4.2V

ĄĄ

Serial host interface: SPI

The module features a fully integrated power amplifier, LNA,
switch and power management. It provides internal Flash
memory as well as multiple peripheral interfaces including
UART and SPI. The only external clock source needed is a
high-speed crystal oscillator (26 MHz). The WINC1500 is
available in a QFN package or as a certified module.

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ
ĄĄ

ĄĄ

ĄĄ

Supports Wi-Fi security protocols (WPA/WPA2
Personal, TLS 1.2, SSL)
Compact footprint SoC: 5 × 5 mm QFN
Available in a fully certified module: WINC1500
(4 MB Flash) and ATWINC1510 (8 MB Flash)
Secure IoT reference design available
Network services: DHCP, DNS, TCP/IP (IPv4), UDP,
HTTP, HTTPS
Antenna Options: Chip and PCB antenna
(WINC1500-MR210PB); Chip and u.FL connector
(WINC1500-MR210UB)

embedded-computing.com/p374294

Microchip Technology Inc.

www.microchip.com/ATWINC1500
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Contact Microchip: www.microchip.com/distributors/SalesHome.aspx
 480-792-7200
@MicrochipTech
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Outperforming the Others

For two decades Virtium has designed and built highly reliable solid state storage and
memory innovations tailored for industrial embedded designs. Our iTemp products
perform flawlessly in the harshest environments. Here today - here tomorrow.

StorFly® SATA SSDs: 2.5”, 1.8”, Slim SATA, mSATA, M.2 and CFast
StorFly® PCIe SSDs: M.2 and Mini Card | TuffDrive® SSDs: CF, eUSB and PATA
Memory: SDRAM ~ DDR4 | SODIMM, Mini-DIMM and DIMM | ULP High-Density
Visit us at: www.virtium.com and learn about:
NEW XE Class iMLC SSDs
with 7X Endurance over standard MLC
and NEW vtView® SSD Software.

®

Solid State Storage and Memory

Industrial Embedded Technology for Our Interconnected World

